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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In December, 1971, the tension between Pakistan and

India created by the Pakistani army's suppression of the in-

pendence movement in East Pakistan flared into open warfare.

Perhaps the most surprising aspect of this drama on the In-

dian subcontinent was that the outbreak of hostilities found

the People's Republic of China on the side of its long-time.

arch-enemy, the United States, supporting the right-wing

military regime of General Yahya Khan against India, and her

ally, China's former friend and benefactor and a "fraternal

Socialist country", the Soviet Union. The decision on the

part of Peking to back the regime in power rather than to

seize the opportunity to further her long-professed desire

to foster and support "wars of national liberation" would

seem to constitute a puzzling contradiction between Chinese

foreign policy pronouncements and the actions that Peking

actually employs in the world arena to further her attain-

ment of' national policy objectives.

.......



Problem Statement and Importance

This paper will examine China's dec!;1ron to .zunpcr't

Pakistan during the East Bengal crisis in 1971, 11 order, t

determine whether that decision constituted a contradiction r

in the light of' Peking's previously professed support f'r

revolutionary movements, or "wars of nat-ional ]tborot fl.l

Stated explicitly, the hypothe:;Is which ].- to be ex-

plored is that China's support of Pakistan rather than' rf

Bangla Desh is not contradictory wiien viewed in thie (ote.

of the entire spectrum of foreign policies which Pclrk.n ,

pursued since 1949, and when the exigencies of th , -

tional situation faced by the PRC in 1971 are c,. i i, .i. . , .

It is natural to expect some degree of coristen'-y

between a government's pronouncement:, and its herixvr.

no such consistency exists, or if we are too oftl.r t±k'.n L.;

surprise by the manner in which a nation reacts t, a jpiven

situation, then quite possibly our own image of' that nation'

policy objectives is faulty and needs to be re-examined Ir,;-'

it lead us to make a serious miscalculation.

By isolating and examining this one instance, -,f' r

seemingly contradictory foreign policy d(ecisi.or y J)- ,

d :lt. I m ni' to ;;(!(, Wial,~t It. 1'evf-i

.(



pi:F Y pt I ,ri cif' the r: 1 i: .; 1,; -ind cnf i s vnw ved, we

may be able to evaluate the validity of our own images of

China's foreign policy goals and the means that she is

likely to use to achieve them.

Assumptions and Purpose

In order to establish a basis for the analysis of any

particular aspect of' Chinese foreign policy, it is first nec-

essary to make the assumption that China is a rational na-

tiornal actor.1 That is, that the leadership in Peking Ls

guided collectively by the dictates of rational behavior.

As Thomas Schelling has pointed out in his book, Strategy

of Conflict, the characteristic feature of the rational na-

tional actor is:

not just intelligent behavior, but
S. .behavior motivated by a conscious calcu-

lation of advantages, a calculation that in
turn is based on an expl clt and internnlly
consistent value system.

1There are, admittedly, problems inherent in such
an assumption. First, whether or not China's actions c:in,
indeed, be regarded as r'tional depends upon the perspective
of the observer. Then, too, the use of the rational actor
model itself is considered by ;ome scholars to impart an
undesirable degree of' arti flcillity to the system being ex-
amined, because it permits the analyst to larre1y disre-
,,ard thcse internal decision-making processes which un-
(oubtedly contributed s iglnftcantly to the f'ormulatloi ,:
the policies or decIsions i lwn;- analyzed.

2 Thomais Lc I ]& I 1.r i,. ,Tit' I trate -v , C nf' 1 lot (':i-
bridge: Harvard Uruiver: ity Press, ]'),-. T.

Nr



Since our knowledge of the deci:I n-1r ak'ri ,,e,.:. ,,tri

the Chinese government is limited, 'e a,, : ',d to try

to deduce Chinese inter,.sts from Chinese actins. I1', 1i0

order to do so, we assume that the PHC ]eadr',,hiin doe, 11ian- V

nre to compromise on a rolatively unif' d apra' to f'or,-

eiLn policy issues, we c'an then .ide-ct.i, the orb!.,

trying to determine whether the view:; ' of" ) r!:/ 'ri ..;, r

taction or institution prevailed in the deb:l.( w:] c' ,I

a particular policy decision. Instead, by u.<rc t, rrt:,o-

al actor model, we can simply cay, "China d1f t11 ", or

"Peking decided to act in this way", without wor-r.i,.tw ,Olqn:

who did what to whom in the proces.

It is not expected that th.i3 paper wil 11 se lv v ir

of the inherent difficulties or pzroblems: connected j*Lt

ly",is of the foreign policies of the I]HC, or that it w' 1

provide universally applicable answers which then can cc,

used to make firm predictions concerning future Chinese ac-

tions. Rather, its more limited aim is. to shed .ome ]iit

on the reasons why, in this one instince, China acted in a

manner which can be interpreted as being contradlcto ry and

inconsistent with what many people felt to b(: one of it.s

principal foreign policy objectives.

Obstacles to Research

into curr.(nt d(,VO oprt.i.'nt pc)1 ci s nit



decisions within the People's Republic of China is, b y na-

tuve, a frus t ating and imprecise proces;s. 11, ; .,cIze?

by ol'Vort., to develop solid ind rollablo daltwh tic 1Inv , to 1A

i',15 lr,'ivlly on int* roric((! ,r nri from r w , ,  pl'-,ss v "

r.,dio broadcasts and the observed (however dimly) action,

,tnd reaction., of various leadership factions and other ele-

ments of the PRC policy making apparatus.

In addition, since all of a nation's foreign policy

objectives cannot be maximized simultaneously, the foreign

policy analyst is faced with the problem of trying to de-

termine which options a nation perceived as being availale

to it in a given situation, and which of its{ objectives it

chose to maximize - given the costs involved in implement-

ing each of its options. In the case ef the PRC, this prob-

lem .is exacerbated because of the difficulty of satisfact-

orily defining Chinese foreign policy objectives. Indeed,

there exists today a broad diversity of scholarly opinion

as to the precise nature of Peking's objectives, and the

relative importance that she attaches to each of them.

The following examples of expert opini.n concern'r<:

the nature of China' s foreign policy objecti v( and the .eans

by which she endeavors to attar n them amply I iustrate this;

point.

\ ,4



ranz ,!ici iael , Director o' toe "_.o-Svi et__L.) "'t
George Washington Univers I1y

(China's) new ro;Ition as a nuclear Power
has clearly plazed a part in Peking':s

decision to engage in %,)re vigorous: ;;pornsor-
ship and support -if 'watr,: of' nat 1oriul 1iber'a-
tion' in Asia. 'rlrtj,, "'t-ment. an', , .re,.<"ent";
between Peking, and 4i r' Uerth Ko ' an,] Iri -
chinese allies] urnd' i':',: *r.- tti:" a a :o n 'r],a..,,r-.

tisinr China's pos: it1 ('j aUS 1e ra,;ir ::U
for sulch wars . .

Th . tenunciatl yn r)" a no] cy of' aggr'r:;sion
makes 1;- necessary to take n-w stocl of Chine:
aims, techniques and tactics. I"ie clear ri-
tent of current Chinese policy is; to rrorate,,

foster and support Com-munist revolut.on. -

Peter Van Ness, Associate Professor in the Graduate ce'
of International Studies at the University of Denver, ana
Associate of the Center for Chinese Studis,_ Univarsity o!
Michigan:

Chinese policy regarding revolutionary
movements - as is clear from both public state-
ments and twenty years of' history - calls for
revolutionaries to rely principally on their own
efforts and resources to gain power. The most
comprehensive articulation of' this concept of
self-reliance appears in Lin Piao's variously
interpreted, 'Long Live the Victory of People's
War!' To quote Lin, 'Revolution, or people':
war, in any country is the business of the mass;es
in that country and should be carried out primarily
by their own efforts; there is no other waLy.

Hans J. Mirgenthau, Professor of Political Science and Aoder1
History at the University of Chicago, and Senior Research !"el-
low at the Council on Foreign Relations:

I think this (Lin Piao's, 'Long Live the

3Franz Michael, "A Design for Aggression," Prol
of Communism, January-April, 1971, p. 65.

1IPeter Van Ness, "Mao Tso,-tuia :ind iievol 11onary
e]f-Rell ance," Proble:ns of Com unin, Jan, uar.' -A . I , 71 7 1

pp. (-73.



Victory of People's War') is merely rhetoric
It ought to be put in the wastebasket.

11t w idea that y ,u can apply the pr I l '11,le.' whi ei
,Vi, led to thii C(,fmuniznt (n of OChl i - o inq ec-

t II i he rural areas, surrouridi.u': ti', 1. I
.;t~ran 'in: the citios until tihny fall into youm'
tap - to apply ihi:; concept t,) the5irs I. of the
w.,orld is, I think, sheer nonsense.

5

De.: ;rn or the investigation

In order to establish the context within which Chinp'v

decisions concerning the Bangla Desh crisis were made, the

hist)ry of the PHC's- relations with both Pakistan (Chaptej,

Ii) ond India (tapter III) will be examined. Chapter IV

will vestigate the nature of Peking'. support for "wars

of national liberation" since 1949 in order to determine how

thi:: tactic has been employed by the Chinese in pursuit of

their foreign policy goals in the past, and the relative im-

portance which Peking attached to such support in 1971.

In Chapter V, an analysis will be made of the PRC's actions

during the crisis on the subcontinent from April to Decem-

ber, 1971.

Througnout the paper, research and analysis will be

directerd toward answering the following questions: Has he

desire to ins tigate and ,;upport "wars of' national liberation"

.eerved in an unvarying deg-ree as a determinant of Peking's

an-.,. iorpenthau, quoted in Frank N. Tragur,
"h i na (-is , i Not) An Agvressive Power," New York Times

.agazine, 13 March , l'66 7I



l'ord. vn poll y s ie1WAt the: tlm. ' 'r1 1

Ea 3t PakIstan, whait wa. Ch inra':; 1pe 1 icy tovun'i, I;:*H

these revol ut i onary mov(,errier t wily d 1d CL r:A f,(t '!,

port of the mliiita.-ry Irf~jm, 1 r) W021 h :wrah r .

the reVolut, onary miovrr.ierit Lnri 1 H :A.'

have p-rce-1 Ved a:: the opt *i)l'n rOpf , tr rjr r,~r

in LaA; f3enl,2a_1 eruptoId 1 n Apy-1 I1, ,nd ai-: I ni .< i-iwr :<

out Uetween i rid:!; and Plk,: t ;an :1 n De ceri er, I919'

t or,- may h have con.-idered as con;Ai til t rir rnr:

her actions. .Iurira- throse s:vre two jc'~ ! ~ I

did China .-irek to f ulf il i 1t_; ()b 11L -tl)ri to N .j di I,-I~ h

ing the war in December?

Referencee Sources pir'r yo rnltd~ri~ po

Red Flag, People's Daily ,rid other A'.ainland ChIne.;(. per--

dicals which are published in Survey of the China PMainland

Press and In Engish lanfguage edl tlons n1' Polin ,eVLpah

primary souroe material

Few books concernin, Chin'ls involvement in ri lje s

recent Indo-Pakistan war have yet been publi.shed. f'I;, o

the :source material directly related tc: the( cvcrnts. )'1 t,111:

pevi o1, the ve 1rore , i n t th for (I'T of' a rt, 1 (! es. vi r 1 t-I I

I *3nrrie I;rI rrirrI.iI te' 1J



to t.:irlier works in order 1.o develop the background of the

sItwuition; and polcies; which led to China's actions dur inp

ti p oi-Iod uridr study. The New York 'lmes microfilm f'tl, '

1',,' r I A'']  from Mrch, 1.971 , to FebV1iin'y, 1072, wore , (I

'lted etex 1 i ve I y

Abbreviations

Several abbreviations have been used through this

paper. SCMP stands for Survey of China Mainland Press. This

publication, together with Current Background (CB), Is puh-

1-;Ishd by the American Consulate in Hong Kong, and consists

of tiranslated articles from the Chinese media. NCNA (New

China News Agency) is the official news agency of Communist

China. The designation PRC has generally been used in place

of' the longer "People's Republic of China".
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tic, ostej1ib!, y Wetorri-rin ! mi UL ld 'y' I. r,!I[-

o f ".veliiou-i n at!ionr 120I t! I", mu ! i: (

the very arLim~~uf ' ''bi 1  it r Q

muit o;tute would 2,euk *in an ally. Yi t 1H1It

with [' Pakil~ii ia boo 1)en oro'o loI:;in i.

fore ign rel at .on: that ha-: :"howrl Ir~'I~r'' (ff .1

Tihe re ce nt con fI Ic t on t he lnIn (I.:h Iot I I!,

brought this re 1 ti onLhip Di to f,:,rcu.- It 2 V ,

pose of thl;i: chapter, thernctfore, I,, exnm11iln Lyron v '

tory of Sino-Palki-taiii relIation--; in] Ordcr' t,( Put In It~.

tive Peking' o decision to back I. I arab:id (ulup n.t.:'.

cent aar with India.

JI-NLO-PAKISTANI I"UHEIGN !'ut, ICv ()i< LuC-'V'-

B~efore attertpting- to re] at, th- hacki-pund .a'

lationohip between Pak U.0-in and t.K' P'Ii 1. f, !"1. i%'

he ipfuI to de. Iineate those a rea:- () t' nilt 1 (),l i it: . >1

tC ~liIipoll c-y Ob,!eCtivo wh ~ichl might .1 'd ~ 'w

0 i-cs of' bot It counlt ple; ic b(com~e cOnveli'<otit .0 - J,:1t -1

p laco o!-' tim

1 ()



China's Foreign Policy Objectives in Asia

The principal concern of China's foreign relations,

111 that of all other countries, 1:; to safeguard her trn'-

tnral integrity, sovereignty, and political indepeid1ence.

(Jne cn' he1 r primary foreign policy objectives, therefore, iK

to prevent the rise of any centers of power and influence on

tier periphery which might constitute a threat to her secu-

rity. India fits into this category.

Another objective of Peking's foreign policy is to

unify the country by recovering Taiwan. China has always re-

Carded the United States forces on the island as occupation

troops, and their presence on Chinese territory has contri-

buted to Peking's desire since 1949 to eliminate, or at least

I
reduce, the American military presence in Asia.

With the worsening of her dispute with the USSH, ho-v-

ever, fear of encirclement by the Soviet Union seemed to re-

plae- China's fears of "containment" by the United States,-

mu It now seems probable that Peking would be willing to ac-

cept a limited American military presence in Asia as a coun-

ter to the growth of Soviet influence. It is the increasinog

Soviet influence in india, wlth its implications for Chinal'

:;hIva.1 Ganlgu L:/, Pakistan-China lie]ation: A St.(udy
in interaction (Urbana: University of Illnois Press 1972
PP. 7-8.

2PekinE Review, No. 24, 9 June 1962, p. 32.

11



security thiat has I arj';eiy I n:' y ~

1;he sub contiLnent since thie ertI v2 U

Pakistanl's Foreign Policy 0bje-(ctiv-es-

Fromt an initial po11C, of,!c vri~1IKnr~.,li~V

shifted during the ,ar rind !mid-- ' '7

stance. Beginning in t.11c ear Iy '160': , .'vv,

United States and Sov-iet aessis;taice to lnd!: 1 Ied >'aiA7.

de-eniphasiztl her relatio.n;.s wit i "'t .'*

r'eiationshiln With thie PiiG.

At times, suspicion and dt:;t-iu:,t ()f'.ve to

in South Asia hiave contributed siignlificwrt]'.: t.' 1 Y- v,!rlii

orientations of Pakistan'o foreiign policy. .o.

ciaily true during the late i91hO'.s when the- S,)v 1Et V 7ni

gan to train and equip the Afclhan ars ,edfoc:, d

Afghanistan in a dispute with Pak!istan itvivlrli),cO!i':-

the Pathan minority in thie A 'hrlPI1t i1urorr

Tphe maj or~ determin ant !it the fo r'mu1;i 1, .e)r o 0 1* i1: .1."

foreign policy , however,, Iias been the, deo i rc t,'o i 1

perceived threat to her security posedi by Atin~. v" 1i 1, 1 K

3 1an Stephens, Pakistan (New Yr':~ngr :'
1963), P. )19.

4 Lawerence Ziring, The Avub Khan Era ynu.;
Syracuse University Pe, 71 p. lII.

Ptil N. WI I hur , Pakis-tan (Now y UtrP

Lp

1Z;



co I . xt of Itndo- Pakis tan rel atiton. thI e maj(r (,i ifse of' tonl2 1 1)

1'' tI~t' rt 111W I igj d octu fe ~ I fi ' ' )III 1 r I1 Ili

.. t. amm Iiiuiu : I Ii K: I .IIII I t,. T1 1 2 I I liif

Lr' LP apgainst Inidia, and tile desire to acquire Kashmir

havre been th1_ pri ncipal concerns of Pakijitan throughout !ler

national existence.6

THE EVOLUTION OF SINO-PAKISTAN RELATIONS

Having defined the relevant Sino-Pakistani forelir

po1llcy oojectives which have led to interaction between tic(:

two countries-, it would now be appropriate to review the -

1:;of' relation'; between Pakistan and Peking. By observing

ricv/ each country sought to achieve its objectives, we m'.ay ue

iett~er able to understand how the relationship between them

*!v~v~~to tnei point of a de facto anti-Indian alliance (jur-

inv the nhdo-Pakistani war of 1971.

The first phase of Sino-Pakistani relations can be

.;ald to date from the recornition of Peking by Pakistan in

1)5') and end w4ith the pass-ng of the Bandung era in 1957.

Tke next. period biegan in 1958 and continuiid through the- l'ino-

Indian border war of lae1962. The last phase began wi th

1,1w move toward ndes-er r-eltions; between China and P~Itr

AohmradAyub Khain, Pakistan Per'sp1cct ive (Was-h'Lngtorl
hrmrJassLy of Pakistan, 1965), pp. 29-33.



in 1963 and extended up to 1t je eve of' tKe Inio-i'J:ltan w'r

of' 1971.

1950-1957

During the first years- after it attained i-ndependorlc.'

in 1947, Pakistan was preoccupied with settiniu it.L own hou;;e

in order and had no interoe;t 1.l becomLng involved in the (>11-

War. It held no illus ions :'" to Lt.,, ability to ;lay a role,

of any consequence in global disputes, and since it perceived

no threat from either East (.r West, it saw no rea; on ia] n

itself wti either bloc. 7

After the Communists came to power In Peking, Paki:t'ri

recognized the new regime almost simultaneously with ;nd'"

in January, 1950. However, the Karachi Government walted a

year and a half before it dispatched an ambassador to Pekinv.

This delay seemed to exemplify Pakistan's ambivalence toward

the PRC during this early period. For example, -!he was oui,:

to recognize the Communist regime, but in the United Nations:,

she followed the US lead and voted against discu.;sion of, t;1,

question of China's representation. The also coit inu,.d I,

maintain unofficial, but offensive (in PekInv' ' 1..:), con-

tacts with the Chiang Kai-shek Government on Taiwan.

7Wiiliam J. Barnds, India, Pakistan and the Grealt
Powers (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1972), p. 79.

8Neville Maxwell, India's China War (New i)elhi-
Jaico, 1971), p. 274.

.................. ........... :



1\t1. r I- t t 1rivi.;i1m ()I ,ut Kor,(:i b~y uite Nortth it Jt , i ,

I tkI ,L.IrI :;up;pjrt..d l1le UnLt(ed N;i t ri() I nlt(,v, flti on ;,n .i . J

to (doe(lre North Ko "(,a anrI,;t:ren:sor. Whleft (riin(,o c ,,(11): ,'fl-

t(ot"-( li , l iow( r- .;r, t(W TV '' ;h(' )':Il lw c l l() "oi , i , LldJ w;t:-, o) -

p021 ( h,()1,h to bv earidiro,: nj'; i ln ;i a : ': r';F )i" ;l:l to i mpoi:,; i ,  :iti

embargo on trade with the Communist mainland.

With the end of the Korean War, however, and the grad-

ual extension of the Cold War into Asia, Pakistan opted for

Joining the Western alliance system. Distrust of the growing

Sovio.t influence in India and Afghanistan, and apprehension

caus,':d b:j the warming trend evident in Sino-Indian relations

after the Korean War probably contributed in large part to

Paki;tan's joining SEATO in 1954, and CENTO in 1955.

Although Pakistan's Wes,;tern nrientation in the early

and rrd,id-1950's might have been viewed by Peking as inimical

to Chinese interests, the PikC appeared to regard Karachi's

maneuvering, if not with complete equanimity, at least with

understanding of Pakistan's position and motivation. At the

diung, Conference in April, 1955, Chou En-lai referred to a

rr/ .. :atVon th:at h- had had with the Pakistani Prime Minis-

1,,.r , 2.;-.yirw:

lie to li me th;:. ; alt . ti uig P'akistan wa: a party
t(, a military treaty, I< tan was not agalnolt

in. ri. Pakistar, Lad no ftai China would commit
agjgression against her. A:; a result of that, we

'15



achieved a mutual understandin<, a - trur: s, ar,
still against military treaties. 9

An "era of good-feeli.ng" between the Asi an noute. •

and the communist nations had spread throughout Asia wi .

end of the tensions created by the Korean War. The i'°ridutw

Conference marked the high-point of this perod. Si r,-l nd Tan

relations flourished in the spirit of Parch SheDe - . '

Principles of Coexistence. In late 1O3%, t, 'ir.e ,rIm,

of China and Pakistan exchanpged vl;it, establi;:rnm< a no':

level of cordiality between the two nations.

By the end of 1957, however, Chinese pe , i, sth

at home and abroad had .s'hifted markedly7 toward a ri d,. are,

more militant line, and on the subcontinent a ' ....

alignment of forces began to take shape.

1958-1962

Sino-Pakistani relations durinr this periord nut Le

viewed in the context of important events takint, rlace at

that time, both on the subcontinent and elsewhere,. (in( - .

event - the initiation in late 1954 and 1955 of large seal,

Soviet economic aid to India - seems to have marked a lian-e.

Moscow": assistance coincided with U.S. efforts %o eXv,,)-

Indian economic development, and it probably arneared t, o:-

servers in Peking that India 4as lroppi rng hel, pr.v rli. , .

9()rge MeT. Kahin, The Al'ro-As:i an Con eeric,.
Handung, Indones !a, April, 191515 (I 1haca: C erie. -1 171 ,n V-
sity Pres,;, 1956), p. 57.
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of non-alignment In favor of "dub], I ignment." wtt I botII t Ihw

U.S. and the Soviet Union. A Soviet aid policy which was ap-

parently aimed at building up "non-aligned" india at the ex-

pon.se of' :socialist (hi ra cmised undorstarrdable resontment in

Pt ,king, tirid l-d t.() su:3pLclori of' Moscow's Lni.erif.lon:; In irnith

Asia. 'P his suspicion, together with the tension generated

by the growing Sino-Indian border dispute, combined to bring

about a dramatic volte face in Peking's relations with India

by late 1959.

At the same time, many Pakistanis were becoming dis-

illusioned with the American policy of aid to India which

seemed to emphasize massive economic, military and political

assistance for New Delhi at the expense of Pakistan. Even

so, General Ayub Khan, who took power by a coup d'etat in

October, 1958, continued initially to hew to the foreign

policy line established by his predecessor. In 1959, he

went so far as to call for a joint defense with India of

the subcontinent, citing as justification the "inexorable

push of the north in the direction of the warm waters of

the Indian Ocean."1 1  The proposal would have had the ef-

fect of releasing both armies from their confrontation

along the Indo-Pakistan border, thus permitting them to

1 0 Harold C. Hinton, Communist China in World Politics

(New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1966), p. 449.

llKahn, Pakistan Perspective, p. 15.
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concentrate on the defense of their respective northern bor-

ders against China and the Soviet Union. Since the Chine:;e

military threat to the subcontinent, real or perceived, w;'c

more serious than the Soviet threat, the practical (_fff-ct of'

such an agreement wou.td have been to deploy the Indian army

primarily against the PhC instead of against Pakistan. 1 2

After India rejected the proposed defense r.act,

Pakistan began to fear that trouble might develop along the

disputed 200-mile Sino-Pakistan border in the Hunza region w'

Azad (Pakistani controlled) Kashmir - a fear prompted, per-

haps, by a July editorial in People's Daily, which warned

that:

The Pakistani ruling clique has been playing a
vicious role and adopting an extremely unfriendly
attitude towards China. The Pakistan Government
should pull up the horse before the precipice, re-
verse its hostile stand towards the Chinese people,
and return to the road laid down by the Bandung res-
olution and the road to Sino-Pakistani friendship.

1 3

Since Pakistan felt that a border settlement would be both

valuable in its own right, and also an excellent way to in!-

tiate a rapprochement with the PRC, it informally sound(-d

out Peking regarding border talks in October, 1959. Pekln r

did not reply until January, 1961, when it accepted the o'fer.

1 2 Hinton, Communist China, p. 454.

1 3 people's Daily, 23 July, ]959, cited in Mxweli,
India's Chlna War, p. 274.
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Not until May, 1962, however, did 'he two sides begin serious

14
discussions on the border issue.

Meanwhile, Sino-Indian border tensions continued to

intensify, and relations between the two countries deterio-

rated steadily. The outbreak of hostilities in the fall of

1962 and the decisive defeat of the Indian army stunned the

West, and prompted a massive program of arms aid to India.

This Indian defense build-up after the war fore-

shadowed for Pakistan a seriously adverse shift in the bal-

ance of power on the subcontinent, and caused her gradually

to alter the orientation of her foreign policy. Although

she remained formally (though unenthusiastically) aligned

with the West, Pakistan began actively to seek a closer re-

lationship with the PRC.15

Peking undoubtedly viewed the opportunity to take

advantage both of the Indo-Pakistani rivalry and of Pakistan's

estrangement from the Western alliance as an application of

the principle which states that "the enemy of my enemy is my

friend".

14Alastair Lamb, The Kashmir Problem (New York:

Praeger Publishers, 1968), p. 99.

1 5George J. Lerski, "The Pakistan-American Alliance:
A Reevaluation of the Past Decade," Asian Survey, Vol. VIII,
No. 5 (May, 1968), 410.
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A Sino-Pakistani border agreement was finally con-

cluded in March, 1963 - a little more than three onths al-

ter the Sino-Indian cease-fire. In signing the treaty, ihow-

ever, Peking retained a degree of flexibility vis-a-vis both

India and Pakistan. Since( Pakistan'-- "border" with China

was cruated only by virtue of Pakistan':., occ.pation of' part

of Kashmir in 1947, there is a real question a to whether

or not a Sino-Pakistani border legally exists. India's po-

sition, of course, is that it does not. For this reaoon, ap-

parently, the PRC refused to endorse Pakistan's claim to that

part of J:rmmu and Kashmir State which it controlled, and stir-

ulated that the Sino-PakistayA border agreement .. ouid not

be ratified until a final resolution of both Indian and
16

Pakistani claims to the area had been made.

1963-1971

The end of the Sino-Indian border war in 190,( marked

the advent of a new phase in relations between China and

Pakistan. On China's part, she viewed Pakistan as a counter-

weight to India along the Himalayan frontier and throughout

the subcontinent, and as a possible link to the Afro-Asian

world for whose allegiance and support she was competir)f

with the Soviet Union.
1 7

16 Ganguly, Pakistan-China Relations, p. 18.

17Hoover Institution, Communi$.t China and Arms Con-
Lrol (StanF(,rd: Stanford University Press, 3.968), p. 91.
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In 1963, Pakistan supported a resolution in the

United Nations calling for the admission of the PRC, and

concurrently, began to support Peking's position on Trilwan.

This prompted Peking to endorse fully Pakittan's K:mhmir
18

stand. By this time, the Pakistani fears of China that

had contributed to Ayub Khan's desire to establish a joint

defense pact with India had been dispelled. The restraint

demonstrated by the Chinese during their war with India con-

vinced the Pakistani leaders that Peking's aims had been

limited essentially to resolution of the border problem.19

During 1964 and 1965 there was a proliferation of

contacts and activities between the two countries. An air-

line agreement was signed. Frequent visits by high-ranking

Chinese and Pakistani officials were supplemented by the ex-

change of numerous trade missions and cultural organizations.

In 1964, Peking extended a $60 million credit to Pakistan

for the purchase of Chinese goods.

Meanwhile, Indian apprehensions over the possibility

of a military alliance between Pakistan and the PRC were

18Ganguly, Pakistan-China Relations, p. 21.

19Barnds, Great Powers, p. 186.
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fanned by Pakistani officials. -:akinF n 'o !itional A:;-

sembly in July, 1963, Pakistani Foreign Ylini:ter Bhut tn ,aid:

Any attack by India on Pakistan would no
longer confine the stakes to the independence
and territorial integrity of Paki.;tan. An at-
tack by India on Pakistan would also involve
the security and terri, ria] intekrity of the
largest state in Asia.t

It seems unlikely, though, that at thiL; time there existed

anything more between the two countries than a nutu.il under-

standing to keep in close contact rei-arding ,lovelo.,r, nt:; en

the subcontinent.

In March, 1965, Pre[ident Ayub Khan viLsit,:d i[eking

and was enthusiastically welcomed. The joint statements

which were issued at the conclusion of the falks covered

tpics, ranging from nuclear weapons to colonialism and Afro-

Asian solidarity. Indian attention, however, was; focused on

the statement concerning Kashmir:

the two parties noted with concern
that the Kashmir dispute remains unsolved, and
consider its continued existence a threat to
peace and security in the region.

Th.s, of course, did nothing to dispel New Delhi's ,rowin"

apprehension concerning the possibility of joint Sino-Pakist;tmi .

military action against her. Indeed, the Peking communique

2{, F'. Sth, "Chi na As a Factor in indo-Palt -1tanl

['olitl.;', " T'fT ' World Today, Vo]. 25, No. 1 (January, 1969), )13.
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brought forth strong protests against "Sino-Pakistani col-

lusion In Kashmir".2 1

Pakistan's policy of increasing its ties with Pekini

while pressuring New Delhi over Kashmir created both an in-

creasingly tense situation on the subcontinent, and a policy

dilemma for Moscow as well. Since 1955, the USSR had con-

sistently maintained a pro-Indian stance in every Indo-

Pakistani quarrel. But with China's expanding role in

Pakistan, the Soviet Union felt compelled to counter Peking's

influence, or else risk forfeiting by default all leverage

she might possess with Rawalpindi. As a result, when fight-

ing broke out in April, 1965, between Indian and Pakistani

forces in the disputed Rann of Kutch, the USSR opted for a

neutral stance.

Moscow's desire for closer ties with Pakistan coin-

cided with a reciprocal desire on the part of officials in

Rawalpindi. Pakistan's aims were threefold: to keep Moscow

neutral in Indo-Pakistani disputes; to obtain Soviet arms so

that she would not be entirely dependent for military equip-

ment on !ither the U.S. or China; and to bring about a re-

duction in Soviet arms shipments to India. Of these three

foal3, Pakistan was most successful in achieving the first,

2 lLamb) The Kashmir Problem, p. 114.
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for when a Pakistani .nitlated pu-rr.] la .t .:4' r' .

erupted into full scale conflict in August, .;,ow rri-

tained her position of neutrality and relused to pili ' e -

sponsibility for the outbreak of ,ar,. (Pakistan's ;uece;::

in achieving the other two ob.ject.ve.: rangd from ";',o',"in

the second instance, to "nil" in th.(, third.)'

As the fighting progressed, China pldged full ,,un-

port for Pakistan, and accused India of "crimirl agre5;:in"

On 16 September, Peking accused India of cro in ti- Clrin.

frontier from Sikkim, and erecting fortil'ication; n { <',

territory. An ultimatum was sent to New Dellib demindij:

withdrawal within three days and threatening "grave conse-

quences" if it were not met. Before the ultimatum 2xpired,

however, the Chinese extended it another three days - sug-

gesting, perhaps, that Peking's willingness to fight another

border war with a vastly improved Indian army might not be

as great as she would like it to appear. The ultimatum wa:;

withdrawn altogether after it appeared certain that both

India and Pakistan would agree to a cease-fire demand,,d by
23

the United Nations Security Council.

Although Peking had made no d.rect mili_'tary inter-

22William J. Barnds, "Moscow and South Asia," Prob-
lems of Communism, May-June, 1972, p. I10.

2 3 Lamb, The Kashmir Problem, p. 129.



vention, its contribution to the Pakistani war effort had

been substantial. The Chinese threats had greatly alarmed

New Delhi, and had probably tied down large numbers of troops.

Even more Important in the eyes of Pakistani leaders was the

fact that Peking's support enabled Ayub Khan to agree to a

cease-fire from what he could describe to the Pakistani popu-

lation as a position of strength. (Pakistan's military sit-

uation at the end of hostilities might better be described

as a stalemate which, if anything, favored the disposition

of the Indian forces.)

The actual degree of cooperation between Pakistan and

Peking is unknown. It almost certainly was a great deal less

than the more extreme Indian claims of a totally coordinated

effort, orchestrated and directed by Peking - would have one

believe. Nevertheless, the Chinese and Pakistani Foreign

Ministers held discussions in Karachi on 14 September, and

it is likely that some form of coordination and contingency

planning took place at that time. 24But regardless of the

degree to which their actions were coordinated, the very act

of' declaring its support for Pakistan at the time of the ini-

tial. clashes in the Rann of Kutch cluarly constituted a mile-

stone in Peking's policies toward South Asia. This was the

first time that the PRC had openly sided with either India oi

241 bid., p. 130.
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Pakistan in a dispute between the two countr,:,. Ly .er ,, ,-

cision to intervene, she had at one stroke cem,n li b '.

lations with Rawalpindi, ensured the continuini enmlity O'

New Delhi and implicitly declared tier willingness to "up ",

ante" in competition with Moscow for influence in Pok stan.

Peking's relationship with Pakistan vgrew .:teid >

closer during the fall of 1965 and into 1966. Althourli CL n-

bitterly assailed the Soviet-sponsored Tashkent CGnference

which formally ended the 1965 war, she did not attack .a - ,

for attending. Neither did she criticize Pakistan fnr s,,.-

ing to improve relations with the USSRi, nor foe ma -I ta ,irt

her alliance with the Unitud State.;.P 5

In March, 1966, Chiina's President, Liu Shao-chi, and

Foreign Minister Chen Yi paid a State visit to Pakistan ri,

were accorded a lavish welcome. It seems aulte prohiae t:':t

economic and military assistance and trade firured Irnuortait-

ly in the subsequent discussions between the leaders of th',

two nations. Arms aid from the U.S. had been res tricted

since the 1965 war with India to "non-lethal" e quipment and

spare parts, and Moscow seemed reluctant to pr'nvide more, thain

token military assistance - no doubt out of deference to

Indian sensibilities. Pakistan, therefore, desperately

25Bhabani Sen Jupta, "A Maoist Line for India,"
China Quarterly, No. 23 (January-March, 1968), 7.
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needed a reliable source of arms, and China was apparently

willing to provide them - in addition to increasing both its

26trade and economic assistance. Pakistan's trade with the

PRC rose to $68 million in 1967 - up from $13.5 million in

1961. In June, China agreed to supply machinery for a heavy

industrial complex. A maritime agreement was negotiated in

October. The next few years saw a growing number of Chinese-

assisted projects begin operation.
2 7

In retrospect, one of the most portentous aspects of

the Chinese visit in March, 1966, seems to have been largely

overlooked by Western observers. Speaking at an official re-

ception in Dacca, Chen Yi declared:

In the future, should East Pakistan or West
Pakistan again face the armed attack of any ag-
gressor, the Chinese Government and people will
continue to support hem in their struggle for
3elf-determination.2°

The possibility that these issues of "aggression" and "self-

determination" might create a dilemma for Chinese foreign

26U.S. arms aid to both India and Pakistan following

the 1965 war totalled $70 million - and this in the form of
spare parts and "non-lethal" equipment. At the same time,
Soviet military assistance to India alone amounted to $730
million. PRC arms aid to Pakistan during this same period
totalled $143 million. New York Times, 10 February, 1972.

2 7Barnds, Great Powers, p. P14.

28Peking Review, No. 14, 1 April, 1966, p. 7.
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policy in that very region only flive yenr !iter r I.:t MP'ly

never occurred to the PRC's Foreign MinIst,er.

After mid-1966, the Cultural hevolut-in csu.;', hir.

attention to turn inward. For a while, toie i'RC :; I ,tr,,:t "

its relations with Pakistan declined. The eont ru"-,'.-

tance of the relationship to Peking, however, [
by the fact that even at the ht-ight of the turmoil w*t}i*,

China, the government in Rewalpindi was never sin}:1 e,-out

for the kind of vituperation to which all other As o:rn 2.,-

tions were subjected. Even so, the excesses of the flt'rai

Revolution probably raised doubts in Pakistan concerrirlng:

China's stability and her reliability as an ally. Piistm.:

Foreign Minister, Bhutto, had always been a strong propon-nt

of close ties with the P]JC, and William J. 3arnds, in his

book, India. Pakistan and The Great Powers, posits t1-0at ,::.

Khan's dismissal of him in 1966, although rooted in dme:

politics, nevertheless provided an indication that P&;<ist:m'

enthusiasm for her relationship with Peking had wrined .()ITI-

what, and henceforth would be kept in perspective.

Perhaps because she sensed a coolinr, of tei Pakista.

attitude, China's fears of an Indo-Pakis.tail rapprr-chemont

grew stronger. She seemed convinced that the United bi at,:

2 9 1iarnds, Great Powers, p. -15.
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and the Soviet Union were collaborating to "coax and coerce

Pakistan into abandoning its independent foreijgn policy and

3n
allying itself with the Indian reactionaries against India".

Peking's belief that the superpowers were colluding

in a plan to contain her was reinforced in June, 1969, when

Leonid Brezhnev proposed that the Asian countries form a

collective security system. In China's view, there was no

doubt that this alliance would be directed against her, and

her reaction was sharp. The proposal was rejected by both

India and Pakistan, however, as neither was willing to enter

into an anti-Chinese pact.
3 1

With the end of the Cultural Revolution, Sino-

Pakistani relations once again improved, and the years just

prior to the East Bengal crisis of 1971 saw increasing Sino-

Pakistani interaction and cooperation. A jointly built,

all-weather road from China's Sinkiang Province through

Azad Kashmir to Karachi was opened in February, 
1971.32

Pakistan provides port facilities at Karachi for Chinese

goods shipped overland by this route from Sinkiang and

"0 peking Review, No. 24, 9 June, 1967, P. 32.

'Hemen Ray, "Sov1(,t Uilplomacy in Asia," Problem,
of* Communism, March-April, 1970, p. 4 8.

3 2New York Times, 1 December, 1971.
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destined for Africa and the Middle East.
3 3

The level of Chinese economic aid to Pakistan ccrn-

tinued to grow, with $200 million in economic a3ustare b "

being promised in 1970.3
4

The dominant factors influencing the Sino-Paki,;tani

relationship in 1971, however, continued to be Pakstan's

desire to counterbalance the Indian threat, and Pekirg".-

fear of containment by a U.S.-Soviet anti-Chinese alliance

centered on India.

SUMMARY

Before proceeding to an examination of Sino-Indian

relations, it might be well to review the highlights of

Peking's relationship with Pakistan. In doing so, we may

discern how PRC and Pakistani perceptions of the evolving

situation on the subcontinent led to a de facto anti-Indian

alliance between the two countries in 1971.

The period from 1949, when the Communists came to

power in China, until 1957 was one of minimal interaction

3 3George E. Taylor, "China's New Diplomacy - A
Symposium," Problems of Communism, January-February, 1972,
p. 60.

3 4 Barnds, Great Powers, p. 240.
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between the two governments. Although th]s was the per.A

of greatest Pakistani involvement in the Western alllanc.

system, relations between Peking and KarachL remained proper,

if not always completely cordial. India remained non-aligned,

and thus was not perceived by the PRC as a threat to her

security. On the other hand, although she remained apprehen-

sive about India's ultimate ambitions on the subcontinent,

Pakistan felt secure in her alliances with the U.S.

During the period from 1958 until 1962, however,

Peking became convinced that the U.S. and the Soviet Union

were collaborating with India in a plot to contain her. Mas-

sive Soviet and American military assistance to New Delhi

following the Sino-Indian war in 1962 served to further con-

firm this suspicion in Chinese minds.

The 1962 Sino-Indian war, however, also worked to

strengthen a growing feeling in both Pakistan and China that

their interests on the subcontinent would best be served by

the establishment of a firmer relationship between the two

capitals. Except for a brief interregnum during the Cul-

tural Revolution when relations between Peking and Rawalpindi

cooled somewhat, the period from 1963 until 1971 saw a stead-

ily increasing interdependence between Chinese and Pakistani V

policies in South Asia.

In 1963, Pakistan and Peking concluded a border
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settlement. In that year, also, Pakistan supported a reso-

lution in the United Nations calling for member:mhip for t)i

PRC. This prompted a Chinese declaration of full support for ,

Pakistan's Kashmir stand. In 1965, Peking openly declared

her support for the Rawalpindi (overnment at the outset of

hostilities between Pakistan and India. This move cemented[

Sino-Pakistani friendship, but at the same time, it further

exacerbated the state of mutual hostility which already ex-

isted between Peking and New Delhi.

From 1965 on, one of the driving forces behind PRC's

attitude toward the subcontinent was a fear that Pakistan

might eventually resolve her differences with India and join

with New Delhi in an anti-Chinese pact of some sort. 35

On the other hand, Pakistan's primary concern con-

tinued to be with what she perceived to be a desire on the

part of India to prevent her from becoming a rival center

of power on the subcontinent.

Thus, Pakistani and Chinese perceptions of the sit-

uation in South Asia differ, and their foreign policies re-

lative to the area are derived from different contexts. Yet

India constitutes a major point of convergence in the for- ri

35 Peking Review, No. 24, 9 June, lq67, p. 32.
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I policy formulation of' each nation. This fact set the stag-

for a new war on the subcontinent in 1971, and the dilemma

which that conflict posed for Chinese decision n1'~



CHAPTEI r !I

SINO-INDIAN RELATIONS SINCE ]H!.

It would be practically/ impo2:<, !e to v

role in the East Bengal crisis in the pror.cr ;,r:Y2~pri7 V t;-

out first having an understanding of the pas.t natur',K of'

Sino-Indian relationship-. The underlying causes, -f the

feelings of suspicion and distrust which ex,*st Letweer, tl.,[

two countries are deeply rooted, and cannot be disregarded

in any analysis of China's policies toward South Asia.

The purpose of this chapter, therefore, will be t

review briefly the history of relations between India and

China since 1949, in order to understand more fully the na-

ture of the relationship at the time of the outbreak of the,

East Bengal crisis in March, 1971. Certain factors affect-

ing the Sino-Indian relationship appear to be more signifi-

cant than others, and will be discussed in some detail.

These are: (1) the Sino-Indian border dispute; (2) lndo-

Soviet relations; and, (3) the activities of the Communis-t

Party of India (CPI).

SINO-INDIAN RELATIONS: AN OVERVIEW

Even though India, in January, 194G, was the second

4



country to recognize Peking, relatior.i between the two Asi'in

giants were initially clouded by the PRC's suspicion that

New Delhi was an anti-revolutionary pawn of U.S. "imperial-

ism." Her antipathy was reinforced by India's encouragement

of Tibetan separatism, which evoked Chinese charges that
I

India was interfering in China's internal affairs.

During the early 1950's, however, Peking began a gra-

dual shift away from the policy of inciting "armed struggle"

and revolution which had marked her earlier relations with

ner Asian neighbors, and toward a policy of cultivating Asian

neutrals and allies of the United States through an appeal

for "peaceful coexistence".

India appeared to become the key country in the im-

plementation of the PRC's new strategy. Nehru's steadfast

adherence to non-alignment, his friendship for China and his

efforts to achieve a ceasefire in Korea had all contributed

to a realization in Peking that India's general foreign policy

line was favorable to Chinese interests. Accordingly, diplo-

matic efforts to cultivate Indian good will began as early

as 1951.2 In an agreement in April, 1954, India renounced

1 C. N. Satyapalan, "The Sino-Indian Border Conflict,"
Orbis, VIII, No. 2 (Summer, 1964), 375.

2 Harold C. Hinton, China's Turbulent Quest (New York:
The Macmillan Co., 1970), p. 7'1.
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its special rights in Tibet and r'.coin1/e".

over the region. In addition, both side.2 pledf't, ' "r-

tain friendly relations and to not inrterf(re .r, on-? anot"•'

internal affairs. Thu,-, Peking's new policy of "p',aceful

coexistence" passed fromrr the 1 riforrmal t. , : Ir r'rn: 1 v,(.

The Afro-Asian Conference held at faridun., ndne::,

in 1955, marked the peak of Sino-Indian friendship. DesiFe

some feeling that India's attitude toward her wa:, tin<,,,i

with condescension, and not a little arrogance, Pekiv n-

theless fully appreciated the 3,upport that -.he derved f'rom

New Dehli's neutral stance in world politic.;. Neh.u %kept hi:

distance from the Western bloc, and denounced their "agre:-

sions" in the Suez war of 1956 and the American intervention

in Lebanon in 1958. He consistently pressed for China's ad-

mission to the U.N., and was, as People's Daily rdescribed

him, "a friend to China and an opponent to the imperial'':;t
'4

policy of war and aggression".

But by the late 1950's, Sino-Indian relations had h,-

gun to deteriorate rapidly. China's continued is:uance of'

3George N. Patterson, Peking Versus Delhi (New York:
Praeger Publishers, 1964), p. 121.

4Peking Review, 5 December, 1959, cited in Nevll],
Maxwell, Indla's China War (Bombay: Ja co, V7]), . 6,2.
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maps showing dU;.puted areas of the Aksai Chin and North-

east Frontier Agency as part of China exacerbated the bor-

der dispute which, until then, had been ignored by both

countries in the Interest of mutual friendship. But the

focus of Sino-Indian relations was soon diverted from the

worsening border problem by events in Tibet. By early 1959,

Chinese manipulation of the Tibetan political system had led

to widespread unrest. When fighting broke out in Lhasa in

March, China's reaction was swift. Large numbers of troops

were rushed in and the revolt was crushed. In the process,

however, thousands of Tibetan refugees - and the Dalai Lama

- fled across the border into India. Peking was furious and

was convinced that India was guilty of duplicity - a convic-

tion that was no doubt reinforced when the Indian government

failed to keep the assurances which it gave Peking that the

Dalai Lama would be prohibited from engaging in political

activity while in India. The Chinese embassy in New Delhi

went so far as to charge that the rebellion had been en-

gineered from the Indian side of the border.
5

In April, 1960, Nehru agreed to meet with Chou En-]ai

In New Delhi to discuss: the border, issue, but the talks endd

in failure, and marked the last serious search for agreement

5WIlliam J. 11arnds, India, Pakistan and the Great
Powers (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1972), pp. 144-i.
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by either side. Tensions i:creased throughout the next two

years until, in the fall of 1962, open warfare broke out

along the McMahon Line in the east, and in the wastes of

the Ladakh region in the wes;t. India's: defeat was corriplet,

and stunning, and re:ult(d in a vrier'a] hardceni n of Indian

attitudes toward the PNC. Nehru ca]] ed 'China "a country

with profound inimical intention.s toaard our independ,:n:ee

and institutions."6

Indian foreign policy now became actively anti-

Chinese. Although continuing to support - if somewhat un-

enthusiastically - Peking's admission to the U.N., New Delli!

began openly to oppose China in many Afro-Asian and other

world forums.
7

The Chinese defeat of the Indian army had another

far-reaching effect. Following the war, both the U.S. and

the Soviet Union quickly initiated massive military assis-

tance programs designed to stabilize the balance of power

in South Asia. The resulting buildup of the Indian armed

forces deeply alarmed Pakistan, which now sought even closer

ties with China in an effort to counterbalance the threat

6Jawaharlal Nehru, "Changing India," Foreign Affairs,
Vol. 41, No. 3 (April, 1963), 458.

7 Barnd:is, (reat 'ower:;, p). 181 .
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from India. This set the stage for the Indo-Pakistani

Kashmir war of 1965, and further Sino-Indian confrontation.

Ayub Khan's policy of "leaning on India", which he

had followed in an attempt to gain concessions on the Kashmir

issue, led to warfare along the 1947 cease-fire line in Au-

gust, 1965. The Tashkent agreement in January of 1966 for-

mally ended hostilities and restored the military status quo

ante , but China's declaration of support for Pakistan and

the implied threats of Chinese intervention had qualitatively

altered the politics of the subcontinent. For the first time,

the PRC had openly sided with Pakistan in a conflict with

India, and in doing so had not only caused a hardening of

New Delhi's attitude toward Peking, but also had further

widened the growing rift between herself and the Soviet Union.

U.S. and Soviet warnings against Chinese intervention had

prompted a furious reply by Peking, charging the two super-

powers with collusion in their support of India and in their
8

opposition to China.

China's suspicion of India's relations with Moscow

grew through 1965 and 1966 with the escalation of the Viet-

nam war. The Indian Government was suspected of acting as

8Peking Review, No. 46, 12 November, 1965, p. 14.
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an agent of the USSR in puttinr fc[rth) p(eace prosooa],-",

Peking believed that v itesn an "eas--twjrd sh!if

of the U.,'-. global strategy" with active Soviet. connivance,

in which New Dehli. wa - playing_ an increas,;ng] y piormijnent

role.

With the coming of the Cultural ihevolution, CI.In:'.:

criticism took on a more revolutionary tone. Indi;: w;,:;

viewed by Peking Radio as the weakest link in the U...-Sov!e1.

scheme to encircle China - beset by economic crisi:, and tori

by "peasant struggles" against the government's; T'reactlonary

rule.' I 0 Peking thus moved to take advantage of what .;iie

perceived was New Delhi's weakening control by showinig in-

creasing interest in the "national self-determination strui-

gles" in Kashmir, and in sovereignty and independence for

Sikkim and Bhutan. l1

In August, 1968, and again in January, 1969, Pril,,e

Minister Gandhi made overtures to Peking concerning a nor-

malization of relations. The PRC was still preoccuioer withf

the Cultural Revolution, however, and ignored the Indian

9Peking Review, No. 10, 4 March, 1966, p. j.

10 Bhabani Sen Gupta, "A Maoist Line f'or India," Chinl'a
Quarterly, No. 33 (January-March, 1968), 9.

llIbid, P. 3.
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signals. 12 By 1970, though, a degree of normalcy had re-

turned to the conduct. of Chiina's foreign policy, and Siti.-

Indian relations had improved to the point where New Delhi

had decided to replace her ambassador in Peking for the
13

first time since the 1962 border war.

THE SINO-INDIAN BORDER DISPUTE

The boundary dispute between China and India has

probably played a greater part in shaping their relation-

ship than any other single factor. Each side has, at vari-

ous times, shifted its position between a desire for peace-

ful resolution of the issue to one of open hostility and

attempts to secure its claims by force of arms, and it can

be safely said that at any given time China's attitude to-

ward India (and vice versa) has depended largely on the

amount of importance that Peking attached to the unresolved

problem of their disputed mutual borders. For this reason,

a knowledge of the evolution of the boundary dispute through

1970 is important to an understanding of Sino-Indian rela-

tions in March, 1971.

Until the late 1950's, the Sino-Indian border was

1 2 William J. Barnds, "Moscow and South Asia," Prob-
lems of Communism , May-June, 1972, p. 22.

1 31nterview with U.S. State Dept. official, New
Delhi, March, 1972.
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not an issue in relations between the two c,'untr'e:;. It

was not until India discovered a newly con;tructed Chinese

road across the disputed northeast- portion of Kashmir in

1958, and an armed clash occurred it Longju in the North- V
east Frontier Agency (NEFA) in Autus , 1959, theft th, (Iiiie'-

cent border dispute flared into the open and ended tie r-i

of peaceful coexistence."

Aksai Chin

During the Chinese conquest of Tibet in 19 51,

Chinese army from Sinkiang crossed into western Tibet throurjh

the disputed Aksai Chin territory of Ladakh in northeastern

Kashmir. The Chinese discovered that this route provided

the most favorable land line of communications between Cen-

tral Asia and the Tibetan plateau, and decided to build a

road. Work was begun in 1952 and was completed by 1956. ]4

Although considerable doubt exists as to the exact location

of the Indian border in Ladakh, the Indians claim that for

a considerable distance the road trespas-ses on their terri-

tory. Much evidence exists, however, that the route choser,

by the PRC runs entirely through territory which might le-
15

gitimately be regarded as Chinese.

14Alastair Lamb, The Kashmir Problem (New York:

Praeger Publishers, 1968), p. 92.

1 5See Alastair Lamb, The China-India Border (lon-
don: Oxford University Press, 1964), Chapters 0 and 7.
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By 1959, China had constructed another road to the

:OIit.h of the 'irst. Both roads took on strategic l mport:irvc'

o. [k I k ry wl.th It:; riuud to b(.- able to :Jilt't troop;: 1.1) JIbet.,

It' requi red, at any time of the year. This importnnc( wn:E

emphasized when the internal political situation in Tibet

worsened to the point of open rebellion in March of that

year.

On the other hand, the Aksai Chin was of no strate-

gic value to India - unless its purpose was to weaken the

Chinese position in Tibet. Politicall , however, New Delhi

could not afford to acknowledge Peking's claim to the re-

gion. To do so could be interpreted by Pakistan as an In-

dian cession of Kashmir territory, and might lead to a

Pakistani claim that if India could surrender part of

Kashmir to China, she could make similar concessions to

Pakistan. 16

McMahon Line

The dispute in the eastern sector hinges on the fact

that India claims that the boundary is the McMahon Line,

which generally follows the crestline of the Himalayas.

This line was established by a secret agreement between

the tritish and the Tibetans in 1914. China claims that

the boundary runs along the foot of the Himalayas, thus

16 Lamb, The Kashmir Problem, p. 96.
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creating a disputed area of approximately : , I ,'ua r m 1 1

During the summer and fall of '95) Indi..,, force

probed across the McMahon Line, setting up outpo;t., on the

Chinese side of the border. The post.; therm;elves had no

military value, and apart from protesting to New Delhi, the

Chinese left them alone. Nehru now made hIs position on ti

boundary dispute quite clear to Peking. India wu,(U n,t r.-

gotiate a -eneral border settlement, but on]y minor adjust-

ments in the McMahon Line - which she had 1r-eady altere.d

unilaterally, and in her favor. Even this small cnncesslon

was contingent upon a complete Chinese withdrawal froi:i the(

Aksai Chin. 17

The Road to War

Serious clashes in both the eastern and western sec-

tors accentuated the tension along the border in the u.ummer

and fall of 1959, but the Chinese were apparontly -,till mor..

willing to negotiate than to fight. In April, 1960, Chiou

met with Nehru in an attempt to reach a mutually agreeable

solution. At a press conference befoi_, leaving New Delhi,

Chou outlined the PRC's proposal, which India had refused.

China considered the "so-called McMahon Line" to ho coflm-

pletely unacceptable, but would, nonetheless, be willlng-

"to accommodate the Indian point of view in the eastwarti

l'[,axwe I, lridla's Chl-na Wnr, r,.
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sector" if India would "accommodate China in the westoi'n

sector." China would thus be giving up lher claim to ThO.'

square miles of the NEFA, while India would yield tiie 1O,3',O

square miles of uninhabitable territory she claimed in

Ladakh. More importantly, the strategic interests of each

side would be preserved. India would have clear title up

to the crestline of the Himalayas, and China would have the

Ak3ai Chin.

India's refusal of Peking's proposal must have puzzled

the Chinese, and increased their suspicions of New Delhi'?

intentions. According to Barndv,, knowever, India's position

seemed equally as reasonable to her:

India considered it hau a good title to
both the NEFA and Aksai Chin, and was not
prepared to sacrifice either, particularly
to a country that had, it felt, betrayed its
trust and friendship. India had no interest
in accomodating China's strategic needs,
,ince Chinese military power was there either
to sup ess the Tibetans or to threaten
India.U

The failure of the Choou-Ne hru talks ended any s;erwous

sear' h for apreement, and madt' it practica il.v certain that

no .;nlution to the problem wouj d be I, und .,,?t 01 wUV,

-y mi d-]?(,,, m i r wd 1:hrti - ted t,'Ir she termed :i

18iar-nds , 'veat Powered, p. ]54.
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"Forward Policy" in the Ladakh sector. T ,. was a TIn to

penetrate the gaps between Chinese position: ir thu , .

area and establish outoosts in the Chinese rear. The oh,:-

tive was to block potential lines of further Chinese advance,

establish a credible Indian presence in Aksai Chin, and

threaten Chinese supply line:: - thereby forcing the Ciin,:o

outposts to withdraw. 1 9  But 1n point of fact, the forw::r,

movement of Indian troops through 1961 and into 1962 h_ -

effect of backing the Chines - Into a corner, and foac n.., .

to choose between losing territory which they cons-dere-.

be vital to their interests in Tibet and Sinkiang, or r.-

sponding with force.

In September and October, the Chinese army conducted

a swift, well-coordinated and decisive campaign against the

Indian positions in both the east and west. As soon as they

had achieved their limited objectives, however, Chinese forces

were withdrawn. By the end of 1962, the only advanced Chineszoe

outposts were in the desolate Ladakh region - probably as a

defense measure against any future attempt by India to re-

institute its "forward policy" 20

Thus, at one stroke China had restored the status

1 9 Maxwell, India's China War, p. 174.

20Lamb, The Kashmir Problem, p. 103.
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quo in the Aksai Chin, which Indian encroachment since 1960

had undermined; reopened Chinese claims south of the McMahon

Line in the Assam Himalayas, which the Indians had ignored

since 1959; and re-emphasized Peking's determined stand on

21
the border issue.

1963-1970: A Tenuous Status Quo

During the eight and a half year period between the

1962 war and the East Pakistan crisis in 1971, neither side

pressed its claim to the disputed border regions too strong-

ly, and both sides - at different times - offered to settle

the problem through bilateral negotiations.

By the fall of 1964, the PRC seemed to have somewhat

relaxed its attitude toward India, for in October, China of-

fered to discuss a settlement of the border with New Delhi.

The Indians, however, refused, and with the onset of hosti-

lities between India and Pakistan in 1965, Sino-Indian rela-

tions once again deteriorated.

The disputed border did not play a significant role

in China's involvement in the Indo-Pakistan war in Kashmir.

Alleged intrusions by Indian troops across; the Tibet-Sikkr

hcrder did, however, provide the pretext for Peking's

2 1 Satyapalan, "The Sino-Indian Border Conflic ,"
p. 389.
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ultimatum to New Delhi and her threat ()f dr1f ect interventifti

on the side of Pakistan.

After both India and Pakistan had agreed to a con-

ference at Tashkent to negotiate an end to the war, Chinese

troops began to patrol aggressively along the NEFA and Tibet-

Sikkim borders. Sino-Indian tensions rose sharply, and sev-

eral clashes occurred. It was feared that China was trying

to torpedo the Tashkent conference. The clashes sou , ended,

however, and the conference took place in January, 1966, as

22
scheduled.

It is interesting to speculate as to why China chose

the Tibet-Sikkim border area as the location for the greater

part of her confrontation with India during this period.

This segment of the Sino-Indian border was settled by a

treaty between China and the British in 1890, and is one

of the few boundaries along the entire 2,000 mile border

whose exact location is recognized by, and acceptable to,

both sides. It is possible, then, that the PRC's choice of

this border indicated a reluctance on her part to risk creat-

ing a situation that might develop into a major military con-

frontation with India. The status quo could much more easily

be restored after clashes and incursions along a mutually

recognized border, than it could along a disputed frontier

2 2Barnds, Great Powers, p. 211.
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where each move by the other side might be regarded ao posin g

a future threat to one's own position and interests in the

area.

After the Kashmir war, China's attitude toward the

border issue stiffened. Evidence of this is provided by the

fact that in 1966, Peking eliminated the twenty kilometer

"demilitarized zone" which she had created after her unila-

teral withdrawal of troops in 1962. In reply to a protest

by New Delhi, Peking stated that in light of the nearly four

hundred Indian intrusions between December, 1962 and mid-

1966, the move represented an exercise of China's inherent

right to take "precautionary and self-defense measures

against Indian intrusions and provocations".
2 3

After Moscow's decision in mid-1968 to provide limited

military assistance to Pakistan, Prime Minister Gandhi evi-

dently felt ? need to increase her maneuverability by easing

tensions along the Sino-Indian border. In August, 1968, and

again in January, 1969, New Delhi indicated India's willing-

ness to discuss the border dispute without requiring Peking

to meet her former pre-conditions. There was no Chinese re-

sponse, and the border situation remained essentially un-

changed through 1970.

2 3"India's Slanders Cannot Cover Up Intrusions into
Chinese Territory," Peking Review, No. 20, 20 May, 1966,
pp. 42-43.
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INDU-SUVIET Pji:S

Soviet activism .i South Asia dates from1'Y

that time, the corners,,tone of' Soviet policy In that rgo

has been the forging of a :trong and broadly-bas:edJ relation-

ship with India. Initially dtusIijned to counter U-. ,: '.r,-

to woo India into a closer alignment with the WeS tern bloo'-,

this policy has, more recenilly, beer aimed at couniterling,

China.2

A brief examination of the ef'fect of' S'oviet i>;

toward India on the Sino-Irldian relat!i ons;h1T can pr'ovide

clearer understanding of how China viewed the growi nr Me .

New Delhi axis" in 1971.

Effects of the Bandung Conference

Until 1955, Soviet policy toward the countries of

the Third World in general, and India in particular-, had

been looked upon with favor by the PRC. Since the Commun-

ist world maintained a monolithic approach to its competi-

tion with the West for the favor and support of the Afro-

Asian nations, any success in this reg*ard by either China

or the USSR was viewed by the other as a positive gLiri

for both. The Bandung Conference marked the end of' this

attitude, however, and the beginning of what was to become

2)4 arnds, "Moscow and South Asia," p. 12.
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a tense rivalry between the communist jgiants; for ite spi,

and allegiance of the Third World countrL:. 

The Soviet Union was not invited to Bandung, and

viewed with apprehension the prominent role played there 1,y

Chou En-lai. That the PRC might gain an insuperable lead

over it in the Afro-Asian countries became a real fear in

the minds of the Soviet leaders, and it was this fear that,

generated the dramatic increase in Soviet activity and in-

terest in India after 1955.25

Diverging Sino-Soviet Lines

By 1958, the growing ideological dispute between Chinn

and the USSR began to make its presence felt in the approach

both countries took toward their relations with India. The

uecess of Sputnik in 1957 had convinced the Chinese that

"the East wind has prevailed over thie West wind", and that

the time had come to press this advantage in dealings with

the West. China's foreign policy, accordingly, shifted

markedly in the direction of a harder and more militant line.

On the other hand, Khrushchev believed that communist goals

cc ,d best be achieved through a policy of peaceful compe-

tition with the West. A concomitant of this was his con-

viction that "peaceful transition (to socialism) through

the parliamentary proce.3s" was the proper line for India

and the other countries of the Third World to follow.

2 5 linton, China's Turbulent Quest, 1). 7.
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Central to this strateiy was the dt p nmat- .'. ri, ., ;

support that the socialis-t countries c'ild r, r v1(h. 1.,) ,:!".-.

vent a rapprochement between tho non-alifgned, or rio,in:'

states and the West. 'T( the Chinese, tids "u:iount,.-j ( .o

renunciation of Marxist-Leninist doct.,rvno.

Border Dispute, 1959

The worsening border problm netween lridi ',i ,i .:

soon became a battleground of the Sino-Soviet diiul

border clashes in the late summer ol 1959 oreiu-te ,,

with a dilemma; it could opt for socialist solida-irity V:

siding with the PRC, or, in the sure knowledge that suci,

move would further strain its relations with Peking, t '' i

declare its neutrality in the hope that India's g 4ra itu,]- ",

;ard the Soviet Union would keeoz it from moving cloer ,-

the West. It chose the latter course, and the Chinese re-

sponse was predictable. The People's Daily denounced the

Soviet move, and protested that this was:

the first instance in history in which
a socialist country, Instead of condemnIng the
armed provocation of the reactlonaries of' a
capitalist country, condemned another fraternal
socialist country when It was confronted by armed
provocation.

2 7

2 6 Peking iieview, 13 September, 1)63, cited in K',;±r

Ram, Maoism in India (New York: barnes and Noble, 1' 71),
p. 13.

2 7 People's Daily, 27 Februa'y, 1963, cited in Max-
well, India'; China War., p. 278.
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India, however, was greatly encouraged oy Moscow's move,

and quickly sought further Soviet assistance. This took

the forn, of Indian purchases of the Soviet transport air-

craft and helicopters which it needed to support its "for-

.i:rd policy" on the Sino-Indjan frontier'.

In Peking's view, the USSR had now gone beyond the

ideological error of giving the Nehru Government diplomatic

;riu moral support, and nad committed the treachery of sup-

plying it with the very equipment it needed to further it:

aggressive moves on the frontier with China.28

1962-1970: State and Ideological Considerations

China's military action against India in 1962 can be

vir:-.1ed as an attempt by Peking to force a change in Soviel

poilcies toward India by providing Moscow with a clear-cut

choice between New Delhi fnd Peking. If this was China's

intent, however, it backfired, for after the war New Delhi

turned desperately toward both the Soviet Union and the West

for increased military assistance, thus widening - not eli-

minating - Sino-Soviet differences over India. On the ono

hand, tht USSR ch,.r ed Peking with forcing India to move

closer to the ','Jeot. On the other, China established that

1ridia was no longer "non-aligned", but ratiher, w a11 to,

willilng to accept m i-litary assistance from the ei ,:d

'8 Maxw l , ndia';. Chrina War', p. 286.
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diplomatic and military ald ',rori t::e ,... ,

Soviet posItion reprezsented an incorrect lin 1 ,nj "-

erate sacri 'lce of Ch ine'_e interests.

Sino-Soviet competition in India took on :iri n j-,

dimension in the middle and late 1960's. In the Cnir,.:

view, the Soviets were holding India up as a show-,.,

"revisionist" concepts like "peaceful transition", and wa:

commending the Indian example to Burma, Indonesia and othr

Third World countries. The PRC, therefore, felt the rce..

for a radical reassertion of the Chinese model of' revolu-

tion for the Third World. Just as the Soviets were, det.r-

mined to prove that "peaceful transition" was possible in

India, the Chinese were determined to prove that it was nnt,

and that India's path to socialism lay in an agrarian revo-

lution through a Maoist "people's war." 3 0  (This conviction

on the part of Peking led to its limited support of insur-

gencies in northeast India in the late 2960's, and will be

discussed below.)

During the Cultural Revolutlon, Peking became ever

more convinced that India was the central figure in an at-

tempt by the U.S. and the Soviet Urnlon to contain her. T i j7

29 Ram, Maoism in India, p. 3,.

30
lhd. , p. "N7.
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h'.'r-lI nv;, o U,1 pJ:±rno i;., waA.:, prrrlalps V,~ vi. a:- tt d wL+' ri , 1 ri ,,

1969, L onid Brezhnev propo.;e] that w. ,, .... c 1,t..'v. -

curity system be formed. The -oopo-- al le't no doubt. j,

Peking that the alliance would be directed against China.

This collective security arranegement was rejected by Ind!:i

- perhaps in hopes of receiving a positive reply from

Peking regarding her offer in January to negotiate the bor-

der problem - and Indo-Soviet relations remained qualita-

tively unchanged until the signing of the indo-Soviet treaty

of Friendship and Cooperation in August, 1971.

CHINA AND THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA (CP1)

The Communist Party in India is a legal political

organization whose considerable strength has, at various

t-Imes, enabled it to share control of the administrative

apparatus in several State governments. Durin, th 1950's

and early 1960's, the Party's leadersahip was generally

oriented toward Moscow, but by 1961 a left-right snlit ii',i

developed along pro-Moscow/pro-Peking lines. The , Viae-

tion.: Th t.r split again, so that by 196,), ;1 three-.;i ded

Party 2tructure had evolved.

A nIrif c, xamnination of' Peking's in'luenoo r n ti i

,:,e',:,,n[ t 7. oy, .l.,,, , in Indila ,,,!id her attern i,, 1,, a:' thI

:IA

,r.,, :iilc,, lio. 29, 18 July, ]9(,9, :. , 9
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influence to further her national interests wou1,1 be of'

value in attempting to determine China's attltu,. t,'..,:'

"people's war" in northeastern India at the time of thef.

rebellion in East Pakistan.

The CPI Splits: 1962-1964

The differences within the CPI in 190(0 conteru.d

around the issue of Party strategy. The leftists urged i

non-capitalist path, and argued that the bourgeoisie Aiould

be the CPI's key target. Translated into political action,

this philosophy amounted to all-out opposition to the Nehru

government. The rightists called for the CPI to adopt

"national-democratic" approach, involving a struggle aogainst

the "big bourgeoisie" and "imperialists," and some coopera-

tion with progressive Congress Party elements. (The Cnrvr.:

Party has governed India since Independence.) The moderates

supported a non-capitalist path entirely within a democratic

political context. Moscow dispatched its top ideologue,

Mikhail Suslov, to guide the CPI Party Congress in 1961 and

hold the Party together. Nevertheless, the split. had wors-

ened by 1962.32

As Sino-Indian relations deteriorated and war broke

out, the leftist Party elements adopted a pro-Peking stance.

This led to a formal break in 196)1 when the rIghtist CPT

3 2 Barnds, "Moscow and South Asia,"
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and the leftist CPI (Marxist) held separate congresses. Btu-

fore long, the CPI (M) moved away from its pro-Peking orien-

,t., ri towjrJ :,. m vr', inidependent line ,iod .'tn accopta '. -.X

par.Laireritary mneth(odo. But ul ra-raifl il Maoi.'t elemnt:;;

withLn the CPI (M) regarded participation in 1overnment a.,

a betrayal of Marxist-Leninist doctrine. In 1967, indivi-

dual groups of these Maoists began to incite peasant insur-
33

rect .ons and conduct guerrilla operations.

The Naxalite Movement

One such peasant revolt led by CPI (M) extremists in

Naxalbari, in the Darjeeling district of West Bengal, (where,

incidentally, the Party already shared power at the State

level), was hailed by the Chinese media as the "spring thun-

der" of the Indian revolution. 3 4 Had not the PRC so preci-

pitously endorsed tne Naxalbari uprising, it probably would

have remained a local incident. But Peking's support changed

the situation qualitatively, and encouraged :4a. ist elements

in several other states - notably Andhra Pradesh, Bihar .'nd

Kerala - to organize local uprisings.
3 5

Peking was convinced that the Indian situation was

3 3Bhaban Sen Gupta, "India's Jlival Communist l.'indr],:,"
Problem; of Co;rinmunism, Jariuar.y-iebruary, 197 , p. 3.

34Peking P eview, Nn. ", Ili July, 1967, pp.

3 5 Bhabani ::en Gupt.r, "undln Commoun!:,m and the
Pear;antry," Problems of Communism, January-February, ]972,
p. .
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ripe for a protracted "people' L war", :,d t,,, tel, oea5.,,l

of the "Naxalite" uprisings to spell out t',- ,-: L.t !.rirnr ,'r

India. The Indian revolution "mu. t take the roa., ,f rely*-,:

on the peasants, establishing basn areac; in the countrysid,':,

persisting in protracted armed struggle and usin, the crun-

tryside to encircle and finally capture the citizen," as:uertei

the People's Daily.3
6

The Chinese apparently hoped that by calling for rev-

olutionary armed struggl,; in rural areas they could secure a

shift in the tactical line of the CPI (M), which had equiv.-

cated on armed struggle and, like the Moscow-hauked CPI, !

taken the parliamentary path. But the CPI (') i'ejccted th,-

Chinese interpretation of the Indian politic, il scene, and

declared its ideological independence of Peking as well as

Moscow. (The CPI, however, continues to regard the CPI (M)

as pro-Chinese.)

The CPI (M) "revisionist" leadership eventually turned!

on the Naxalite extremists, and joined with the West Bengal

state government to crush the revolt. This brought a bitter

denunciation of the CPI (M) leadership by Peking, and orob-

ably contributed to the formation of the CPI (Marxist-Lenin-

ist).37

36 Peking Review, No. 33, 3 August, 1967, p. 21.

37Ram, Maoism in India, pp. 57-60.
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The CPI (Marxist-Leninist)

Extreme-left Maoist element of the CP1 (M), disillu-

sioned by the reluctance of that party to engage in "revolu-

tionary struggle", broke away and formed the pro-Peking CPI

(Marxist-Leninist) in 1969. Like the CPI (M), the CPI(M-L)

lays primary emphasis on mobilizing the peasantry, but re-

jects the parliamentary process as a means of conducting rev-

olution. Instead it adheres to Maoist doctrine in advocating

protvacted guerrilla warfare waged from rural base areas.

By January, 1970, the police, with the occasional aid

of the army, had generally contained the Naxalite movements,

and organized guerrilla activity began to disintegrate rapidly.

After the early months of 1970, the Indian Communist revolu- V

tion had dwindled to little more than urban terrorism in West

Bengal. 38

SUMMARY

Sino-Indian relations in early 1971 can be described

as being in a state of restrained hostility. The border d!,;-

pute remained unresolved and constituted a potential source

of conflict tnat could be touched-off any time that either

side became dtssatisfied with the status quo. In Chinese

eyes, India lao (:,mpiet,21y for:aken her formi , policy of

"non-alignment", and now served as the primary base for a

38 Sen Gupta, "Indian Communism," p. 3.
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U.S.-Soviet strategy designed to encircl: . fcni.°1!n hor.

Soviet economic and military aid to India had ' i vr - "

increased both Indian power and Chinese appr,!-nen: on, and

had intensified China's antipathy for the anti-revolution-

ary "revisionist" line being followed in Mo:cow. Finaliy,

Peking continued, with diminishing succes3s to openly en-

courage Maoist revolutionary activity in West Ben 3a1, and -

concurrently, to protest against India's internal pol_!cieo-

against the pro-Peking CPI (M-L).

i
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CHAPTER IV

CHINA'S SUPPORT FOR "WARS OF NATIONAL LIBERATION"

Since 1949, Peking's oft-professed and loudly pro-

claimed support for revolutionary movements, or "wars of na-

tional liberation", has been one of the more obvious aspects

of China's involvement on the international scene. While em-

ploying this tactic in pursuit of its foreign policy objec-

tives, however, the PRC has, more often than not, used it in

conjunction with other more traditional forms of diplomacy.

As Franz Michael points out:

China's propagandists are quite able to pur-
sue a militant line supporting revolutionary ac-
tivity in neighboring countries while simultan-
eously endorsing the principles of peaceful coex-
istence ind non-interference in other nation's
affairs.

The purpose of this chapter will be to examine Peking's

support for revolutionary movements since 1949 in an effort to

derive an understanding of how the PRO has used this tactic

within the broad scope of strategies which it employes in pur-

suit of its foreign policy goals. Such an understanding is

essential if the Chinese foreign policy decisions of 1971

1Franz Michael, "A Design for Aggression," Problems
of Communism, January-April, 1971, p. 68.
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relating to the Indian subcontinent are to 1e v'Lewej !n tei

proper context.

EVOLUTION OF CHINA'S FOREIGN POLICY: 1949-1971

1949-1952: Armed Struggle

After the Chinese Communists came to power in 19) '1,

their principal foreign policy concerns were to seeur: -rnd

defend China's borders, build a close alliance with the other

Jommunist parties of Asia and the rest of the world (includ-

ing strengthening the Sino-Soviet alliance), and, partly .

a means of achieving the first two objectives, to encourare

and support wherever possible the rash of communist-led in-

surgencies which had broken out in South and Southeast As.,.i

by 1949 (Indo-China, India, the Philippines, Malaya, Burma

and Indonesia).
2

With the apparent acquiescence of loscow, China pro-

claimed itself the leader of "national liberation" stru;gles

and revolutionary movements throughout Asia. To the leader,;

in Peking, the world was now sharply divided into two "-amris.

There was no "neutrality", no 'third road", and, hence, revc-

lution was urged in all Asian countries where thE. leader-

ship had not expressly rejected the United State; and ac-

cepted the Soviet bloc. This stand indicates the degree to

2peter Van Nes-.;, Rievolution and Chine,e Porei'n
Polic_ (Bt;rkcli-y: University of California Press, 71),
p). 6.
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which I deolo y prevailed iri I he fo uiit , -n " 'r, ,, ' -

t.ILI-jn polIcy during this period.

In a speech in Peking in Nove:ber, 14, Liu Siia -Ch'!,

then the second-ranking Chinese Communi.,t theoretician, 2t.t

forth the strategic prescription that should tne followea by

the other As.;ian Communists:

The path taken by the Cninese people in de-
feating imperialism and its lackeys aa in found-
ing the People's Republic of China is the path that
should ue taken by the people of the various
colonial and semi-colonial countries in their

fight for national independence and people's de-
mocracy . . . Armed strugrgle can, and must, be
the main force in the people's liberation strug-
gles i many colonial and semi-colonial coun-
tries.

The Chinese formula enunciated by Liu stressed two

essential elements. The first was a call to the Asian Com-

munist parties to capture effective control of local nation-

alist movements by concentrating their main attacks against

external "imperialist" enemies. The second was a direct ,e

to organize communist-led peasant armies which would op-

erate from communist-controlled base areas. While empha-

sizing the importance of relyinv on "armed struggle", how-

ever, Liu did admit that for the rest of Asia, successful

3Allen -. Witinjv, China Crosses the Yalu (Stanford:
:riversity Press, 1960), pp. 31-32.

4Liu Shac-Ch'i, 16 November, 19), speech, NCNA,
4rvember, 191).
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application of the ChInes;e mo,iol could rpr'otl:/ he achieve-f

only "where similar condition:; prevail". 5

Peking's opportunitie:; for reall! signiflcant acti,,n

in support of these revolts w:j:s limited. Elther thie ]oci>

communist movement wa:s ineffective, the oppo-itoo ;::n to

strong, the country was riot contiguous to Chl na or' i:

tion of these factors prevailed. The PRC did, however', :r -

vide propaganda support, denounced the leaders of tie oy-

sition and in some cases provided limited amounts of :'at, ria1

aid and support.
6

The PRC's emphasis on "armed struggle" continued

through 1951, but by 1952 the realities of the chanir A:;iuri

situation led to a shift in Chinese strategy. With the Qx-

ception of Vietnam, the Communist insurrections in South anrd

Southeast Asia had generally ended in failure. By the end

of 1951, Peking was becoming increasingly preoccupied with

the dangerous situation in Korea, and more and more concerned

about the lack of foreign diplomatic support which she could

muster to counter possible further American military threat:;

or pressure in Asia. 7 Thus, it may have been a realization

5 A. Doak Barnett, Communist China and Asia (New Ynr;::
Vintage Books, 1960), p. 155.

6 Harold C. Hinton, China'.; Turbulent Quest (New Yonrl:
Macmillan Co., 1970), p. 52.

7 Barnett, Communist China, p. 96.
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that it.: revolutionary oujectives were lar'vely unaltainaule

in the short run, and that its national interest could be.3t

1)e served by trying to mobilize the diplomatic support ol'

the non-Communist Asian states on the issue of Korea, that

led Peking to refrain, albeit not totally or permanently,

f'rom seeking to stir up subversion and communist insurrec-

tion, and to emphasize "peaceful coexistence".

Another view, however, is that the PRC's shift in

strategy during this period was due, rather, to a desire ('n

the part of Peking to take advantage of' the sharp shift avwa.,

from support of United States policies which occurred amongr
8

non-Communist Asian leaders during the Korean War. Bot l

of these factors probably contributed to China's decision

to change her foreign policy approach - the first providing

the motivation, and the second providing the opportunity.

3953-1957: The "Era of Peaceful Coexistence"

By the end of 1952, Peking had begun to cultivate

neutral governments and to encourage Asian allies of the

Jited States to .hirft to a position of neutrality. As de-

scribed In Chapter III, India ,.,carne the key counitry in the

new st rat,-.y . '-h,u".; 1nt'1u('nc, nm ngn t.he neui ra1

:ouz i,,2 of th( A'r'o-/"As7an i , i nd h is 1'rilndliness to-

,':rds 'hina afforded nti. a incr'eased opportunity for

8 V hit InF, China ( 'osses the Yalu, ' 2.
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expanding her own influence in the lhir.s ,,.

In June, 1954, Nehru joined with Chou En-lal i pr-

claiming the "Five Principles of Coexistence", and ChiLn: ra -

serted For the first time that "revolution ',t f'o Xr'r.

The Afro-Asian Conference held at ,anduni, iriors ,

in April, 1955, marked the high point In good Yrelat_ ns l -.

tween China and the Asian neutral nations. It ")so s w t,

beginnings of an aggres'-ive Chinese policy de.signed to do-

velop a strong position in the Middle -Iast at the exner.>

the Western powers. With Nehru's help, Chou took adv. nta;:.

of the Bandung meeting to cultivate Egypt's Nasser. To a

large extent because of the relationship established ir. thls ;

way, Peking soon gained a highly influentio] role in th-

Afro-Asian People's Solidarity Organization, which was forme(I

in Cairo at the end of 1957. At the same time, Chinese proT-

aganda directed toward Africa and Asia sought to capitalize

on the "spirit of Bandung" by stressing the theme of Afro-

Asian solidarity. 1 0

Despite its primary reliance on poaceful coexistene,

9 "Joint Communique of Chou En-la! and Jawahirial
Nehru (June, 1954)," cited in Winberg Chat, The ForeIvn ie-
lations of the People's Nepublic of China (New York: . 1.
Putnam':; Sons, 1972), p. ]6).

lUHinton, China's Turbulent Quest, p. 1'"0.
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and state-to-state diplomacy to further its nation:il inter-

ests during the mid-1950's, Peking dii not totally abandon

its Long-term revolutionary aims. It did appear willing,

however, to rely at least temporarily on the growth of the

indigenous Communist parties throughout Asia, rather than on

active Chinese support for revolutionary movements, as the

primary means of achieving these aims. By 1957, the success

of many of the A3inn Communist parties, especially those of

India and Indonesia, in expanding their membership and poli-

tical influence must have strengthened the faith of the

Chinese leadership in the efficacy of this strategy. In In-

donesia, Communist party membership is claimed to have jumped

from 8,000 in 1952 to over one million in 1957. In the 1957

elections, it emerged as the strongest single party on Java,

the center of political power in Indonesia. In India, the

Communist party doubled in size between 1952 and 1957. In

the 1957 elections, its strength waL second only to that

of the ruling Congress party of Prime Minister Nehru, and

it won control of the government in the state of Kerala."1

1958-1965: A Return to Radical Diplomacy

By late 1957, however', developments both at home ;n.i

*abroad had begun to occur which were to dramatically alter

China's approach to forri gr. relations. In a wide ran(, n"

Asian countries, Lricluding -inFapor'e, Burrm;i, indones Ia,

'1 iarnott, Communist Chin.a, . 6f2.
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Thal.]and, ',Lalaya and 1ndIa, non-comivmun ' a !.. !,.7( :

or political leaders with military backing,, ,cr, t,, ,r

down on local Communist party actlvitie..2

The success of the Russian Sputnik 1n (ctober',

and the Soviet proini',,, thiat ;m ,_ month .; t Pk r,

the development ol' a i!iermoruolear, cp i lit. r'oi i I ri-

tributed significant :, to China's conviction that "t. :.a:;::

wind has prevailed over the West wind," )nd(] . .

urge a more militantly "anti-irfiperialist" strsty on t

Soviet Union. 1 3 At homn , Foki ag launc11ir' nith r'(,'1

121n Singapore, the government arrested several ke_

leaders of the pro-Peking faction of the People's Action
Party, and the police attempted to limit comniun ;t acti( t'v
in the labor unions and ;chools. In the fall of 1959, lon-
,ral Ne Win took over the Premiership of burma from i Nu,
ind proceeded to take vigorous measures against commun:st
g,,uerrillas and Communist members ol' the National Unitod Frnt.
In Indonesia, when it appeared that Communist party "tien,
was such that it might be able to win the nation,!. e]nt
,;cheduled for 1959, military leaders began ,radun1ly t.() ]i:!!'
Communist party activities, and &nnounced in Septemh(-r, I"
that the 1959 elections were to Le noo.tronod. Al:;(-, It ?,1
fall of 1958, Field Marshal Thanarat too;i over the;gv,.r"lnt
of Thailand in a military coup, dissolved the Nationl A.'-
bly, banned all political parties and ,,tepped up elfr)rt.; 1,
suppress communist insurgents. After th -chievn.m(,nt o, 71,-
dependence by Malaya in August, 19Yi, the new g)Verilo!-ni.
under Tungku Abdul Rahman exerted stronr pressur-on
:nun!.i . .s party, with the result that gueri].a ,;urrnd, : -
1.ly increased while party membersh ip suffered a mark(.,l .'
And in India, in 1959, the Central jovernment ou:te-d . ' -

munist government of Kerala State, which had cori, to ,n
i.n the elections of 1957. Barnett, Communist. China, !p.

1 lflmorlds , (h ivt' ' o; I t (New YorP, C Iter:

nivo,.i.fv ",,: , 197')), 171 .
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Leap Forward and the commune experiment serv(.d to i1 1ut,:,e F

the pronounced shift toward an extreman .e1'tift orl,ntationri

that was taking place in Chinese domestic politic.- luring

this same period.

by 1959, too, China's relations with the Soviet Union

were rapidly deteriorating. Khrushchev's refusal to aid

Peking militarily during the offshore islands confrontation

in 1958, his cancellation in June, 1959 of the Soviet offer

of atomic assistance and the abrupt withdrawal from the Pt-C

of Russian technical advisors a year later all contributed

to the atmosphere of increasing hostility between the two

countries, and most likely led China to question the wisdom

of following the Soviet policy line.l4

Thus, by the late 1950's a combination of circum-

stances, including setbacks to many of the Communist parties

in Asia, the failure of the Great Leap Forward, the growing

differences with the Soviet Union and the increasingly mili-

tant character of Chinese domestic polities, all contribu-

ted to a reorientation of the PHC's foreign policy line :,way

from the peaceful coexIstence policy of toe Bandung era.

Peking did not revert to a dogmatic reliance on revolution-

ary tactics alone, however. In quoting a 2veech by Mat)

l4William E. qriffith, Thfe Sino-Sov ,'t Riift (Camlrridr.:
tThe M. I. T. Press, 1964), p. 12.
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Tse-tuiig, Peking eview, a: early :.. , - ,v -

,n indicatI n ol' the du'al approach to !',et .. '

China was to adopt dur nv thi-; period: "'eace u] CO ",

and revolutionary strurgle" are not contr dl c to, ,:.

two he lp each other forward. ' 1 5 Nevert(eless , s;upport f',,,,

r-evolutionary movements was to play an important role

China's new diplomacy. A captured People's Liber Aon Arm!

document, classi lIed ".ecret" and published in Ap ri , I C1

de;scribed the g,11de Ino laid down by the Chirie;e for- t,

conduct of their for(.i!ri policy in the early 960l':,.

ferring to the revlut onar! movement T n the "colonial and

semi-colonial" ar',as. of* t he world, th (tocumr.,n t te,

There are two attitudes towards; .lie rit I eort
democratic revolutonary movement. The frt
is to maintain g ,ood relationships with the West-
ern countries, giving no or little support to the
national revolutionary movement. The second i:,
to support the national revolutionary movernnt
as a general principle with the nossibility ,f
having some contant, with the Western countrie,,
but only ior secondary reasons. Our country
adopted the latter attitude, with the firm reso-
lution to support the national democratic revolu-
tionary movement, and oppose colonialim and im-
perialism. While we ma, aave some contacts with
th Wei:tern eountr es , we shaj, never let these-
contact. g'al, the upper hand. °

Unlike: th'- oervod of the late 19 110'. and early 1 i).'

1 5 Peking ievi1-.:, N( . 37, 11 November, 98,

16 j. Ch(-e r ex hnr, (f d . ), 'he 'e IitA I' the
1s .ne c-_ hod r__ ,, Wor ul iet a - 77, :' A ),71

q .,n[c .1: Ho-vfr, In: ' tuli on Pu: I c atil, 1 ,)f),

'(I
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however, Peking now showed little concern for advancing the r
Maoist revolutionary model, or even for requiring Comunist

party leadership of a revolutionary movement as a pre-condi-

tion for Chinese support. Peter Van Ness, in his book Revo-

lution and Chinese Foreign Policy posits, rather, that China's

primary concern, either in supporting wars of national lib-

eration or establishing friendly official or semi-official

relations with other countries, was a desire to win adherents

to the Chinese program for radical change in the international

system. In China's view, every move to the left in the coun-

tries of the Third World - no matter how or why it was ini-

tiated - would mean another step in the undermining of support

in that area for the United States, and constituted a posi-

tive move toward attainment of China's "national" goals.

Yet, at the same time, change in a leftward direction - revo-

lutionary or not - also implied progression toward China's

"ideological" goal of world communism. In any case, the most

important factor governing Chinese policy toward an indivi-

dual country or movement was not its political character cr

proclaimed ideology, but rather the foreign policy which it

pursued and its attitude towards China.
17

An example of this pragmatic approach which charac-

terized China's foreign relations during the pre-Cultural

1 7Van Ness, Chinese Foreign Policy, pp. 189-197.
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Revolution period of the 196012 wa, 4_t' _t vtina

the Algerian ational Liberation Front. ThJs or;naton

provided the PRC with a more militant alternative to Na:;.>e.-,

and after 1958 was held up by Peking as a model for emula-

tion throughout the Third World. After becoming independent

in 1962, Algeria became a significant ba.;,: for' Chinem>, actl-

vities in North Africa, and provided her with an opportunity

for exploitation of the turbulence caused by the de-ca oni-

zation then taking place in Sub-Saharan Africa.

China's interest in Africa at this time was more than in-

cidental. Statements in the PLA Work bulletin (Kung T...a T',iv

Hsun) quoted above indicate that, as viewed from Pekingc, 

focus of revolutionary struggle against colonialism and cr-

!alism in the Third World had shifted from Asia to Africa:

Africa is now both the center of anti-
colonialist struggle and the center for East
and West to fight for control of the inter-
mediary zone. 1 9 . The general situation

18Hinton, China's Turbulent Quest, p. 252.

1 9The Chinese currently maintain that there are, in
fact, two "intermediate zones". The first, and the one ani-
parently referred to here, includes "the Asian, African and
Latin American countries which have suffered from colonial-
ist and imperialist aggress ion and oppression in the pa.<t
and are today carrying on a valient struggle against imper-
ialism and colonialism, and especially against the two Super-

powers". The second intermediate zone includes "the major
capitalist countries both in the W,-.t ani in the Last t:.c,:e
the two superpowers. Thes( counti-:2., ; too, are -Uh,ject-1 te
the control, Intervent on ;,nd bullyng nf" the two oveirlord.
to varying iP;r ,'x;. . }ekln I lev CW, No. '), P.
1972, p. 8.
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is the forced withdrawal of old colonialism
from Asia or at least a part of Asia, and the
changing of the last battlefield to Africa

Africa i- now like a hugh political ex-
'Ibition, where a hundred flowers are truly
blooming, waiting there for anybody to pick.-:

Peking thus appeared to have oriented her foreign

oliy efforts toward Africa, and had professed her inten-

tion to rely primarily on the support of revolutionary move-

ment: to achieve r:er aims in the Third World. In practice,

riowever, China put:ued her diplomatic offensive of the early

1iJ60' on a rather broad front. For example, this period

.;aw !ncreased Chinese activity in Afro-Asian organizations

roll,i"rpos .v '1A Shao-Ch'i and Chou En-lai to numerous Asian

: ,'r':':,n cuntrIe6. After 1961, a close relationship was

* ,". .ti. ':. Sukarno regime in Indonesia. During 1963

S.....,:.. ,marked increases in trade relations with

S... • ,, Md ag.reements were reached with Japan

x,'. ,rip' .,f trade delegations and newsmen. State-

-,' ta,': wtre vigorously expanded. Between ]95P

, er' i.: "o:ficial" aspect of Chinese foreign relati,.n:

"I .:.',t d In {liomat1 . recognition of the PiHC by twenty-two

non-c-mnmunl:2. Knovernment: - Including France. At the samo

t Irnw., ,ur 'flc 'i "peop ,: 's :diplomacy" was exploited by Poliin, -

ta " greater degree, perhaps, than had been seen prior to

0)J. Chester Cheng (ed. ), The Polit L a: of thi ChIIIe. o
:Acd Ari:,y, WorK Bulletin No. ]7, 25 April, 1961 ('Stanford:
iioover institution Publication;, 1966), 4811.

" 7 :,
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this time. 2 1 During the two-month period o' kugust-Ser ember,

1964, twenty-eight visits by students, women, lawyers, doc-

tors and other professional or interest group.; were made tr,

China from African countries alone. Also, an exc-hange )P

correspondents was made with Canada and the Fedeia] 1tepuhl"e

of Germany- neither or which had recognized Commuril. Chinal.

Another aspect of China's diplomatic pragmet:!m whic

evolved during this period is worth mentioning here. A!-

though Africa was now considered by Peking to be the focus

of the East-West struggle, and support of national revolu-

tionary movements was her professed policy, China nonethel,: ,:;,

as early as 1961, had already begun to stress the imoortance

of self-reliance and self-sufficiency to the ultimate succe.:

of any revolutionary movement. Speaking once again of the

situation in Africa, the PLA Work Bulletin of 25 April, 1961,

emphasized that the African states:

2 1 This tactic has been used extensively by the PRC

at various times in the past, especially with regard to the
Afro-Asian bloc of Third World nations. Large numbers of
these groups, whether from Communist countries or not, are
invited to visit China, and are then encouraged to sunport
policies in their own countries which are compatible with
Peking's objectives.

22Robert Blum, The United States and China in Worl,!
Affairs , ed. A. Doak Barnett (New York: McGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1966), pp. 75-77.
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must depend mainly on their own ex-
perience, for foreign assistance can come only
second Among the independent countries
in Africa, if only one or two of tihem complete
a real national revolution, solving their own
problem of resisting imperialism and reaching
an internal solution of a democratic national
revolution, the effect will be very great
the revolutionary wave will be able to swallow
the whole African continent. . [Emphasis
added. ]23

Mao stressed this point in talks with "African friends" in

August, 1963: "In the fight for complete liberation, the op-

pressed people rely first of all on their own struggle and 1'
then, and only then, on international assistance. t24

In September, 1965, Lin Piao's now famous article,

"Long Live the Victory of People's War," reiterated and for-

malized this corollary of Peking's policy of support for

wars of national liberation. According to Lin:

In order to make a revolution and to fight
a people's war and be victorious, it is impera-
tive to adhere to the policy of self-reliance
(and) rely on the strength of the masses in
one's own country. . . If one does not operate
by one's own efforts, does not independently
ponder and solve the problems of the revolution
in one's own country and does not rely on the
strength of the masses but leans wholly on
foreign aid - even though this be aid from

23j. Chester Cherg (ed.), The Pnlitics of the Chinese
iled Arm.y , Work ;ulletin No. 17, 25 April, 1961 (Stanford:
Hioover Instit.utlon ?ublications, 1966), 485.

24Peking, ii view, No. 1 0 November, l')72, p. 8.



socialist countries which persist in revolution
-no victory can be won.. *25

For China now to stress the virtue of self-reliance

in revolutionary struggle was not so much a change of policy,

or lessening of revolutionary fervor on the part of Peking,

as it was a public acknowledgement of an "objective reality"

which had existed for years. Except in the case of the con-

tiguous Asian states, where material and other forms of aid

could be channeled across the border, the PRC's capability

to provide much more than political and moral support for

revolutionary movements was, and still is, extremely limited.

Yet another constraint, however, mitigated against China'.

active participation in foreign revolutions. That is the

moral conviction that revolutionary movements must have the

support of the people in order to gain power. For that rea-

son, the success or failure of a Communist revolution depends

far more on the ability of the local Communist party to sat-

isfy the economic, social and political needs of the people

than on any material assistance that might be provided by a

foreign power.

By 1965, both the diplomatic and revolutionary as-

pects of Chinese foreign relations had received setbacks,

2 5 LIn Piao, Lo!, L_,v': the Victory o' I'eOp ':- Wr'
(P(!.ki nj,: I ',rp In Irn .,anri , I't, s:; , ! (7 , .
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but the diplomatic approach suffered the worst. holations

with Cuba were strained almost to the breaking point by

Peking'.s anti-Soviet proseletyzing amonj- Army officer mc

other officials.26 Heavy-handed Chinese interference in 1 ic

internal affairs of many African states had created a surjre

of anti-Chinese feeling which resulted in the breaking of

diplomatic relations with China by Burundi, Dahomey, the

Central African Republic and Ghana.2 7

Two of the greatest blows to China's ambitions in V

the Third World, however, occurred in Indonesia and Algeria.

The second Afro-Asian Conference, which Peking had advocated

since 1963 and which was scheduled to convene in June, 1965

in Algiers, neve- took place. China's overbearing attitude

toward the prospective participants, and her attempts to ex-

ploit the conference for her own purposes (especially in re-

gard to her efforts to bar participation by the Soviet Unir,

to whom many of the Afro-Asian nations looked for aid) so

Irritated many ok the participants that the conference was

:,o.:tponed and eventually cancelled.28

2£ Cec J onnson, Communist China and Latin Aer ic:,

. .. ew Y r'k: Columbia University Press, 1970), p.

.~.i, ' and Africa, L,)49-1970
.i:1. nr-nia Press.', 1971), pp.
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3y the spring of 1965, Ch~n&': r'Y at or: wlth r-

donesia were probably closer, tha! with .- r, thee,_. u.tr:

For this reason, the failur: of the cout. Ly tby e indonr

Communist Party on 30 September, and the reult-Ing .

tion of the Communist prirty membership carne -1.3 a heavy .:

to Peking's prestige and influence in indonesia, and to h-r

hopes of using her friendship with Djakarta. to advance er

aims in Southeast Asia.2 9 Thus, this period ended or:

sour note for China's foreign re'ation .

1966-1968: The Cultural Revolution

Although the Cultural Hevolution was primarI>: a

domestic phenomenon during which China's leaders were more

concerned with the internal struggle against "revisieni:.

than with foreign affairs, Chinese foreign relations dur.

this period inevitably bore the mark of the "radicilization"

of Chinese domestic politics. One reason, of course, was

that once "revisionism" became the principal domestic ene,.my,

it soon followed that revisionist policies abr'oad, as pr.,,-

tised by the Soviet Union, would replace "U.S. imperili.sr"

as the main issue around which Chinese foreign piV;y r,o-

volved. Thus, the pragmatism which had been charocte ,r -

tic of Chinese foreign relations in the early l)LoU's gOive

way to a new emphasis on ideology, and thus, to renewed

espousal of revolutionary s truggle, as the Maoists strived

2 9 Stmmond;,, China'r. World, n. 106.
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to establish their claims to theoretical orthodoxy and ,_'-

feat the "three peacefuls" of Soviet foreign policy in the

Third World - peaceful coexistence, peaceful transition (,.

--octali.m) rnd peaceful competition .

Beginning in the summer, of 1966, Chinese rhetoric be-

came more and more revolutionary. In January, 1967, an ap-

praisal of the events of the previous year began with i quo-

tation by Mao Tse-tung: "We are now in a great new era of

world revolution. The revolutionary upheaval in Asia, ',c:

and Latin America is sure to deal the whole of the old , 1,1

a decisive and crushing blow. ''31 In an article entitled

"China: Toward Revolutionary Pragmatism," Harry harding

states that Peking's foreign relations during this period

were, indeed, based on a conscious design on the part of the

Chinese to emphasize "people-to-people" rather than "state-

to-state" diplomacy in support of revolutionary movements on

32all continents. Melvin Gurtov, however, suggests that the

radicalization and deterioration of China's foreign relat'on,s

during the Cultural Revolution were not deliberate, but were

due, instead, to a lack of' central control from Peking, ano

30Van Ness, Criinese 'ore ign Poll', pp. "1-9.

3 1 PekinL 'evf.-w, No. 3, 13 January, 1)(7, p. '1.

3 2 Harry Harding, "China: Toward evolutionary Prag-
matism," Asian Survey, XI, No. 1 (January, 1971), 51.
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attempts by lower level personnel in Chinese e''s'

overseas to avoid criticism by demonstrarti1ng the' . -
33

tancy. Gurtov's analysis would sem to be the mrore prob-

able,. as by the summer of 1967 all but one of China':; ar-

bassadors had been recalled from overseas, and Chi.nese for-

eign "policy", as such, was practically non-exlstnt , ."

been replaced by what Hinton calls "Red Guard diplomacy".

The PRC Foreign Minister Ch'en Yi, had been attacked hri .

Red Guards for allegedly being "non-revolutionary." Th'

British diplomatic compound in Peking had been sacked and

burned, and attacks on foreigners and demonstrations agra'_ln-t

foreign embassies had become common. On 19 August, !d Gs-r<

seized control of the Foreign Ministry itself, and were .ot

ousted until five days later. Under these conditions, Chin,::

foreign relations were more "diplomacy by exception" than by

design. By the end of August, however, Chou En-lai and Ch'en

Yi had regained effective control over foreign relations,

and a limited trend toward moderation took place in Chinese

diplomacy. Measures were initiated during the rest of 1)67

and into 1968 to rectify some of the damage which had oc-

curred in the PRC's relations with more than thirty countr'.

Overall, however, China's prestige and influence had beer:

dealt blows by the Cultural Revolution from which it could

3 3MWlvin Gurtov, "The Foreign Ministry and For(Ign
Affairs I)ur ng-r the Cultural Revolution," China Quarterly,
No. 110 (Uct'ber-December, 1969), 100.
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not easily recover.

1969-1971: New Diplomatic Initiatives

By early 1969, a definite shift to the right cou],] t.,(

perceived in Chinese foreign relations. State-to-ti.e d~p],,-

macy once again became a major, if not dominant, factor in

the conduct of Peking's foreign policy, as China attempteJ

to establish new diplomatic ties and restore those that had

been seriously strained by the excesses of the Cultural Revo-

lution.

The factors which prompted China's diplomatic offen-

sive were many, but without doubt, apprehension over the

growing Soviet military buildup on her borders were a pri-

mary consideration. After emerging from the Cultural Revo-

lution, the PRC found that her international position had

deteriorated to one of weakness, isolation and ineffective-

ness. Peking's leaders may well have calculated that perpet-

uation of this image might increase the probability of a

Soviet attack. China's diplomatic isolation would make it

all the more difficult, too, to bring the pressure of inter-

national opinion to bear in order to deter any Soviet aggre:-

sion.3 5 The promulgation of the Brezhnev Doctrine in 1968

34Hinton, China's Turbulent Quest, pp. 153-155.
35Morton H. Halperin, "China's New Diplomacy,"

Problems of Communism, November-December, 1971, p. 30.



undoubtedly served to heighten China's apprehension, as she

must have regarded it as an instrument which could be ln-

voked to justify Soviet interference in the internal affair:;

of any socialist state - like Czechoslovakia, or Chini.

The clashes with Soviet forces on the U!,uri River and the-

Sinkiang border in the spring of' 1969 no doubt p;av :,Ifded

impetus to Peking's drive to improve her international po:,l -

tion and preempt any possibility of an attack by Russia.

The Soviet threat was not the only concern in Peking.

The United States continued to escalate the war in Vitnam, F
and a resurgence of Japanese militarism was considered a

real possibility. In addition, the major Communist partles

of Asia - those of Korea, Japan and Vietnam - were seriously

alienated, and relations with the non-Communist countrle.,; ol'

the Third World were at a new low ebb. Thus, by 1961, Chinr

found it imperative to establish a new foreign polic,: line

- one that would improve her positiont without sacril'!ei ng

principle. 36

Throughout 1970, official Chine-e statement: (on-

sistently emphasized the PIRC's willingness to establsfs or

improve diplomatic relations with all countries, regard l,:;b

of social systems, on the basis of' the Five krlne~p],, '4'

3 6 flinton, China's Turbulent Quest, p. 156.
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Co-existence. 3 7 This apparent relegation of' tne ideological

component of Chinese foreign policy to a position of fr'cor:-

dary importance in order to advance her national interest

Inevltably p[lna(d Peking at a disadvantage vis-a-vi:- Mosc.w.

The ideologicaj position that revolutionary wars Lhould not

be abandoned or ignored for reasons of national expediency

had been, and countinues to be, one of the key issued in the

dispute with the Soviet Union. It was, therefore, practic-

ally impossible for Peking to even tacitly admit any devia-

tion from this position without losing ground to the Soviet

Union in its claims to ideological orthodoxy. 3 8 Thus, the

importance to the Chinese of strengthening their interna-

tional position through state-to-otate diplomacy during this3

period is evidenced by the fact that Peking was willing to

leave itself open to criticism by Moscow on ideological

grounds by praising the action of the Sudan government in

cracking down on pro-Moscow Communists who led an attempted

coup in the summer of 1970.
3 9

In August, 1971, a joint editorial in People's

Daily marking the forty-fourth anniversary of the People's

3 7Harding, "Revolutionary Pragmatism," p. 62.

38C. P. Fitzgerald, "China's New Diplomacy," Pro,-
lems of Communism, November-December, 1971, p. 22.

3 9New York Times, 23 December, 1971, p. 2, col. 3.
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Liberation Army formally laid down the PhC's new f'ore! ri

policy line:

The foreign policy of our party and government
is firm and unshakable. It is: To develop rela-
tions of friendship, mutual assistance and coopera-
tion with socialist countries on the princlple f ,'
proletarian internationalsim; to support and a:-
sist the revolutionary struggles of all the op-
pressed people and nations; and to strive- for peace-
ful coexistence with countries having different sw-
tems on the basis of the Five Principles of mutual

respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty,
mutual non-aggression, non-interference in each
other's internal affairs, equality and mutual bene-
fit, and peaceful coexistence, and to oppose the
imperialist policies of aggression and war
Whoever opposes 4perialism or makes revolution has-,
our support.

Sufficient latitude was hereby afforded Peking's decisLion-

makers to selectively exploit any opportunity that arose to

advance either China's ideological goals or national inter.;,

or both if they coincided. It is interesting to note tnat

this pronouncement came scarcely two months- before fighting

broke out on the subcontinent between India and Pakis7tan.

China's diplomatic offensive was pur:sued on many

fronts during 1970 and 1971. Numerous foreign delregjtion:"

were welcomed in Peking. Aid agreements were signied with

North Vietnam, Albania and North Korea, and iojn.; were ex-

tended to Zambia, Tanzania, Ceylon and Rumania. 1".11

40Peking Review, No. 32, 0 August, 1971, p. 9.
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buginning of 1971, ambassadors had again L'tc.n 1,.. td t('

nearly three-fourths of the PnC's embau. I,... uve,.> ,'I. 141

i ,inp.tant aspects of the n 'w campaign Inc uded oek.nr's driv,.

for United Nations membership, and an apparent willingness

to s';ek better relations with the United States. Another

aspect was China's renewed bid for leadership in the Tnird

World, not through support for, revolutionary mnvements, but

by means of state-to-state diplomacy - an approach which

Peking had criticized Moscow for using. A fourth aspect was

the PRC's effort to strengthen regionalism in the Balkans in

42
order to undermine oscow's control.

While Chinese efforts in the international field af-

ter 1969 appeared to indicate a shift toward moderation, and

a lessened reliance on subversion and revolution to achieve

her goals, the support of revolutionary movements was still

very much a stated aim of Chinese foreign policy. On 19 ;.lay,

1971 a joint People's Daily, ied Flag and Liberation Armry

J editorial hailed a Mao statement of a year earlier t.'rt

"revolution is the main trend in the world today," and called

the pronouncement "a program for the anti -ImperIal 1st 5tru -

gle waged by the Chinese people together with the rev]1nt*oen-

ary people throughout the world." On the same day, the New

14 1 Harding, "ievolutionary Pragmatisn, p. 62.

42George E. Taylor, "China's New Diplomacy," Problem",

of Communism, January-February, 1972, p. 59.



China News Agency distributed an art 1c 
1e ur. , :'. .... V .t

gress of' Communist movements in the Phi1ippirj-.;, r-'. '
43

land, Malaysia, Indone:-ia and North 5orneo.

This revolutionary rhetoric served to convince m,

scholars that, far from showing, a '.rend toward moder,n,

Chinese foreign polic/ hand actua] .1 moved t,, t h i<ft and

that China was now plaein;-i an eve.,. greater e,,h; :; en -

portin)7 revolutionary movement,;. I"ranz Aichael oke 0 y

China's "decision to engaE: in more vigorous sponsor,;L'r a n,

support of "wars of national libt,-ation in A.: a . .

a.sserted that "the clear intent §. current Chines, po.- n....

to promote, foster and support Coasmunist revolutions

There is no reason why we should riot accept the words and nc-

tions of the Chinese Communist leaders at face value

A dissenting viewpoint wa:; o fferEni i..Llen i ,

noted "the ascendancy of mor]jepvtin nnd tralftionc] sta)te-

to-state relations over be Ligerurnce and support for revolu-

tionary movements."45

It is probable that Wh Ltinw's vewa.,s a mnrmu 'j.ar

43NCNA, 19 May, 1971, in SCU ,.,,, 71-21 (924-27 A,'
1971), 169.

44Michael, "Desiign f'or Aggre.:;ion," p. 01)

45AIlen S. Whitinir, "Chira'.; New Iplom,!cy," r etu.:
of Communism, November-Decomber, 1W , p. '.
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assessment of the policy which g<uided Chinese foreigni rel-i-

tions at the 1.ime. The continued ascerbity and revolutlonaivy

tone of the PRC's rhetoric while she sought to improve her

international Image and position through traditional Jipl,-

macy can be seen as an attempt to mollify the more revolu-

tionary elements at home, while, at the same time, hopefully

denying Moscow the opportunity to charge Peking with ideolo-

P-ical back-sliding. In an interview with James he.;ton in

August, 1971, Chou En-lai alluded to this ideL 1,fiat Chinese

rhetoric may have other purpo-ses than thorpe wlich appear

most obvious when he said that the PRC's slogans are not

to be taken absolutely literally.
4 6

A Peking Review article in the summer of 107i, quot-

ing Mao's "On Policy" (1940), outlined China's rationale for

maintaining a dual approach to foreign policy:

If it is all stru,-Jle and no all'..anc,,
we will not be able to unit(- all the forces that
can be united and consolidate and develop tihe
revolutionary united front . . If t. is only
all alliance arid no struggle, we will lose our
revolutionary, principled stand, relinquish the
Party's revolutionary leadership in the united
front, the Party will dis,ntegra.-te ideologically,
politically and 4rganizatlonally, and the revolu-
tion will fail.

46New York Times, 10 Augu:.t, 19(1, p. 14, .oi. .

"7Peking Rfevlew, No. 5, 2'( Aurg.i;t, l1' , p. 13.
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An example of Peking's ability to combine Lot :;tcugj~e"

and "alliance" in a simultaneous approach can be ser

visit of President Ne Win of Bruma to Peking in August -

first sign of improved relations between the two countries

since the near-break of 1967. The atmosphere o"f t!he vlV:it

was cordial, and Ne Win was accorded all the courtee:; re-

served for a Head of State, including a meeting with Mao.

Before and after the visit, however, the clandestine "Voice

of the People of Burma" radio, believed to be based in Chino, [
continued to attack the Burmese leader, declaring that the

people of Burma would only improve their lot "when peonle's

democratic power is established after Ne Win's military

government is overthrown by an armed uprising.
48

K
Finally, Chinese "support" for wars of national lib-

eration has rarely resulted in any substantial amounts of

material assistance being provided to foreign insurgencies

by Peking. Apart from the notable exception of Indochina,

China has generally restricted its a-ssistance to 'relgn

revolutionaries to vocal moral support broadcast by the

Chinese radio and published in the official pres::. A:, noted

by Van Ness, even during the Cultural Rievolution Peking':,

increasingly revolutionary rhetoric was not reflected In any

greater material support for revolutionary movements thri it,

4 8 "Quarterly Chronical and bocumrnti. on," Chltno

Quarterly, No. 48 (October-December, 1)71), P,03 .
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the period before the Cultural Revolution began. 49 Lin

Piao's admonition to foreign revolutionaries to rely pri-

marily on their own efforts has been, and will probably

eoritliue to be, a major feature of Pekirg' s foreign policy

doctrine.

SUMMARY

Except, perhaps, during the heyday of the Bandung

era, a professed willingness to support "wars of national

liberation" has been a constant factor in Chinese foreign

relations. Even when national interest has appeared to re-

place ideology as the primary factor determining Peking's

policy line - as in the case of China's post-Cultural Revo-

lution diplomacy - the Chinese have never denied themselves

I-he option of selectively assisting revolutionary movements.

On the other side of the coin' even during periods when

iueology has been almost totally "in command", as in the

worst days of the Cultural Revolution, Peking has not been

totally indiscriminate in its support of foreign revolutions.

The spring of 1971 found China exerting great diplo-

matic efforts to strengthen her international positions vis-

a-vis the Soviet Union. New relations were being formed

and old ones renewed. There was an emphasis on pushing for

49Van Ness, Chinese Foreign Policy, p. 24!i
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United Nations membership, trade with the ot arr a .ited

detente with the United States.50 A df2-emhasis of

for "wars of national liberation" seemed to taken place, a]-

though China's dual approach to foreign relations of' "al-

liance" and "struggle" permitted her a great Jeal of f]o.zT

bility in her choice of policy rptions.

As the situation on the Indian subcontinent in 1O7'

progressed from crisis to war, Peking's flex:"Lility wa.s to

be demonstrated perhaps more vividly than at any time sne

1949.

5 0Statistics compiled by the Organization for Ec-
onomic Cooperation and Development, and the French Nationa
Center for Foreign Trade showed that China'5 trade with
capitalist countries comprised four-f'ifths of her totjl
trade in 1970, as compared with one-fIfth in 1'60. Ncw
York Times, 1 August, 1971, p. 8, col. 3.
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CHAPTER V

THE CRISIS ON THE SUBCONTINENT AND THE ROLE OF
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

By late March, 1971, the East Pakistan autonomy move-

ment, under the leadership of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and the

Awami League, threatened to divide politically a country al-

ready separated by a thousand miles of Indian territory and

vast cultural differences. On the night of 25 March, the

Pakistani army moved to crush this movement toward regional

autonomy, and thus precipitated a crisis on the Indian sub-

continent which eventually led to war between India and

Pakistan in December, 1971.

The purpose of this chapter will be to analyze China's

decision to support the government of Pakistan during this

period instead of the revolutionary movement in East Bengal.

An attempt will be made to determine what options China may

have perceived as being open to her, and what factors she

may have considered as constituting constraints on her ac-

tions. Finally, an analysis will be made of Peking's ac-

tions in the United Nations, and elsewhere, in support of

Pakistan durng the December war.
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SUPPiESSION OF EAST PAKISTAN: A C7 IS E.i'-

After assuming power in March, 1)69, Genei'al Y1 ,-;hv

Khan made it clear that the military had no des-ire to ,rvtin-

tain power indeflnlt,!.y; rather, ho was w]in r, t rq.turn IIj,.

1,overnme t to u civi 1h :in con tr',(l 1 rov.(I(9,ir, ath ,,i .1,6:i:

arid sovereignty of' the country vuLU r,'.n n I t .,

ingly, the first general electiryi in i'akistan', :;l, r.:..f rw:4

held in December, 1970.

Although the election ltself was conduceid :;ciorlI ,

the electoral results created political chaos. The Aw:rA

League, led by Sheikh Mujib and dedicated to securing gre;titc-

regional autonomy for East Pakistan, completely dominat-d .

election in the East, and won enough seats in the West to

gain control of the National Assembly. With iMujib thus to

become Prime Minister, autonomy for the East became a very

real possibility.2

Faced with the prospect of national dij;Integrvioiin,

the Pakistani military retreated from its previous po.iti,,r

of willingness to return political control to civilian !,an,.:.

1Robert Laporte, "Pakistan in 1971: 'Ihe Diksintejrra-
tion of a Nation," Asian Survey, XII, No. 2 (Febru*ry, i'Y7),
99.

2U.S. State Department official. Embassy brlefrig,

Islamabad, 11 March, 1972.
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This led to the outbreak of riots in Dacca and elsewhere in

East Pakistan, and clashes between the military and iviins,

resulting in more than three hundred deaths during January

and February. On 1 March, Yahya Khan announced a postpont,-

ment of the first meeting of the new National Assembly, which

had been scheduled for the following day. On 7 March, Sieikh

Mujib responded to Yahya's move with further demands for East

Pakistani autonomy falling just short of complete independence.

Although intensive discussions between Yahya and Mujib during

subsequent weeks generated rumors that a tentative accord had

been reached, the situation in the East deteriorated rapidly.

On the night of 25 March, the military was ordered to move in

force to put down what Yahya Khan described as an "armed re-

bellion." 3 The following day, Yahya branded Mujib a traitor,

banned the Awami League and ordered the army to restore the

authority of the Government in East Pakistan. Heavy fight-

ing ensued as the military moved swiftly and ruthlessly to

crush all resistance and restore order throughout East Bengal.

Events now moved quickly to transform what had be-

gun as a domestic political problem in Pakistan into a crisis

which threatened the stability of the subcontinent and

3Laporte, "Pakistan in 1971", pp. 100-102.

4Kalim Siddiqui, Conflict, CrIsis and War 1n Pakinstan
(New York: Praeger Publishers, 1972), p. 202.
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directly involved the interests of India, the :"ov1,:t Union

and China.

Indian and Soviet Reactions

On 28 March, the Indian Parliament opened debate ri

the Pakistan situation. Support for the East Bengali rebel;

was unanimous among India's political parties, and even Mr-.;.

Gandhi's own Congress Party called for immediate recognitinn

of Bangla Desh. Foreign Minister Swaran Singh accused

Islamabad of "nothing but naked barbarism." On the 31st o!'

March, Parliament unanimously approved a resolution demand-

ing the immediate cessation of the use of force and "the ma's-

sacre of defenceless people" by the Pakistan government. The

resolution further called on the peoples and governments of

the world to prevail upon Pakistan to put an end to the "geno-

cide" in East Bengal. That Mrs. Gandhi had resisted the emro-

tional appeals for recognition of Bangla Desh and active In-

dian support for the rebellion was evident, however, when in

a statement on 4 April, she remakred that India had never in-

terfered in another country's internal affairs, and that In-

dians should keep their emotions in check and try to be con-

structive. 5 Clearly, Mrs. Gandhi was not willing at that

time to risk the almost certain military confrontation with

Islamabad, and the possible intervention of China on Pakistan's

5T.J.S. George, "Bangla Desh and the Generals," Far
Eastern Economic Review, LXXII, No. 15 (10 AprIl, 1971),
5-7.
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behal', that a declaration of full support or reco)nltlon "

tlan :, DeiSh would harvo precipitated.

The Soviet reaction to the events in East Pakistnn,

expressed in a letter from President Podgorny to Yahya Khan

on 2 April, was also relatively restrained. While express-

ing concern over the "arrest and persecution" of Sheikh Mujib,

and making an "insistent appeal for the adoption of the most

immediate measures to stop the bloodshed and repression" ln

East Pakistan, the Soviet leader placed greatest emphasis on

stressing that the situation "can and must be solved by poli-

tical means, without the use of force."
6

The official Pakistani response to India and the

Soviet Union was both swift and predictable. Yahya Khal ac-

cused India of "meddling in Pakistani internal affairs," ,nd,

in an April 5th reply to President Podgorny, warned him that

"for any power to support such moves (by India) or condone

them would be a negation of the United Nations Charter as

well as the Bandung principles." 7

Chin:i'- Dilemma: Ideological Orthodoxy or Ntional Int'.,st<].

Chinai faced a difficult decision. Tlie vory fl -', lat,

6 Pravda, 4 April, 1971, p. 1, cited in The Current
Digest of the Soviet Press, XXIII, No. 14 (4 May, 1971), 36.

7"Pakistan is Determined Not to Allow Any Country to
Interfere in Pakistan':,2 Internal Affairs," Peking Review,
No. 16, 16 April, 1971, 8-9.
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after Yahya moved on 25 March to quell the rob ,lior, rore

than two weeks passed before a positive Chinec carathr;

of intent was made indicates that considerable debate may

have taken place in Peking.

Options and Constraints

There iz, of course, no way to know precisely what

alternative courses of action were discussed in Peking. Stil!,

based on an assumption of what constituted China's world view

in early 1971, it is likely that foar principal options were

considered by the Chinese leaders. First, they could choo;,

to do nothing. This alternative would have the advantage of'

minimizing chances of making the wrong decision in what much

have appeared as a situation in which the potentinl risks to

Chinese interests were great no matter which cours;o was chi-,:,n.

On the other hand, a refusal by China to take any action v ,uid l

almost certainly have won for Peking the enmity o:.' both tlhu

Pakistan government and the Bengali rebels, while leaving tlie

way open for India and the Soviet Union to exert a maximum

degree of pressure on Pakistan in order to achieve a solu-

tion which would be most beneficial to their interests.

Secondly, China could elect to withhold support for

either side while calling for United Nations action or the

convening of an international conference to resolve the sit-

uation. Thih; course would serve to reiniforce the imnre th;j,

China had sought to project, since the Cultural Revolut !,,n,
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of n stable member of the world community, willing to work

toward her goals through normal diplomatic means rather than

through support for world revolution. Aware, too, that their

chances for United Nations membership had already been im-

proved through the success of Peking's new diplomatic initia-

tives, China's leaders may well have reast ed that this ap-

proach to the crisis on the subcontinent would give added

impetus to their drive for acceptance by the world body. Un-

doubtedly mitigating against the adoption of this alternative,

however-, was the knowledge that the Soviet Union would veto

in the Security Council any solution to the problem which

was not in the best interests of India. Then, too, in light
8

of China's recent expression of support for Pakistan, such

a move on Peking's part would probably be considered by

Islamabad to be a stab in the back. Thus, it would differ

very little from the option of doing nothing, for its ulti-

mate blow to Peking's ideological credibility as the princi-

pal source of support for wars of national liberation would

be the same.

While certain external factors undoubtedly appeared

8A congratulatory message from Chou En-lai to Presi-

dent Yahya Khan on Pakistan's Independence Day, 22 March,
1971, had expressed China's "resolute support" for "the
Pakistan government and people in their just struggle to
safeguard national independence and oppose foreign aggres-
sion and interference." NCNA, 22 Match, 1971, cited in
SCMP, 71-13 (29 March-2 April, 1971), 205.
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in the minds of Chinese decision-maker .- s ...n:t!':u'i '.

straints on their adoption of any of tvc- opt' J;Y: u- der' . .-

sideration, it seems likely that these constraints would V

have exerted their greatest influence on a decision by

Peking to adopt a position of positiv, upport for either

of the two sides in the conflict. For that reason, each of

the two options presumably remaining to the PRC - support

the Bengali independence movement, or support the Pakistani

government - will be discussed in relation to the constraint.

on the adoption of that policy which most likely were per-

ceived by Peking.

As noted previously, China saw very real advantages

to the relationship which it had cultivated with Pakistan

since the early 196 0's. If the PRC were now to opt for sup-

port of the Bengali rebels, these close ties would be threat-

ened - if not broken - and China would lose a great deal of'

its flexibility in South Asia vis-a-vis India and the Soviet

Union.

Secondly, support of a revolutionary movement against

an established government, no matter how "reactionary" that

government might be, very likely would make it appear to

many that China had reverted to her former policy of' foment-

rig revolt and subversioun, or even that therc never hmd ac-

tually been a moderation of' the Maoist extroinl:m ,vil!Ii liadl
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antagonized so many governments during the Cultural Revolu-

tion. Such a reaction would obviously work to the detri-

ment of Peking's post-19 6 9 policy of seeking normal state-

Vto-state relations - her "revolutionary diplomacy" - and

thus would detract from the growing movement for China's

entry into the United Nations.

Finally, and as a concomitant of the consideration

above, Peking probably felt that support for a revolutionary

movement directed against an ally of the United States would

endanger her efforts to move toward a detente with Washing-

ton. A closer relation with the United States was desired

9
by Peking in order to counter the growing Soviet threat.

It might also serve to check what Peking feared was a reviv-

al of Japanese militarism bent on reoccupying Taiwan.1 0  The

reaction of Washington to any apparent move by the PRC to-

ward a more radical foreign policy stance was, therefore, a

factor which Peking could not afford to disregard.

On the other hand, if China opted for support of the

Pakistan government, she would inevitably be criticized by

9 Strategic Survey, 1971 (London: International In-
.titute for- Strategic Studies, 1972.), p. 54.

1 0 "Japanese Militarists' Ambitions to Reoccupy China'sTerritory Taiwan Revealed," NCNA, 19 March, 1971, in SCMP,

71-13 (29 March-2 April, 1971-T-82.
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Moscow on ideological grounds for siding with "U.S. iroperi:,l-

ism" and the reactionary military regime in Islarmabad agan:st

the "people's war" of national liberation in East Pakistan.

This was a risk that could not be taken lightly by the Chlne,re,

for whom the claim to Marxist-Leninist ideolojpical ortiHdoxY

was central to its bd for leadership of the world comi:,uni.t,

movement. Not only would such a move expose i'eking t,

criticism, but world opinion, too, would be haroi. ';r. t:.., .

if it were to openly ally itself with those whose Lr',;alitv

in East Bengal was already bringing opprobrium to the Piki't.,:.

cause. In an editorial on 3 April, the respected -ar ELatern

Economic Review had already warned of such a reaction when it

commented on the "bloodbath" in East Bengal:

all reports indicate that the army of
West Pakistan has brutally imposed its will on
the people of the East in a cynical operation
tragically reminiscent of the Soviet Red Army's
crushing of Czechoslovakia . . . Peking must
now weigh the fact that it is in danger of con-
doning the militarist cyushing of a popular pro-
gressive movement. ..

Another factor which undoubtedly weighed heavily in China's

consideration of possible courses of action was the growinjr

Soviet military threat on the Sino-Soviet border. Since the

clashes along the Ussuri River and the Sinkiang border in 13(.3,

the Soviet forces facing China had been more than doubled,

and now represented more than a quarter of tho entir,. :Ivi,.

llEditorial, Far Eastern Economic Heview, jXI I, No.
14 (3 April, 1971), 3.
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army.1 2 The threat of Moscow's seizing upon any PRC alitn-

mit with Pakistan against Bangla De:(;h and India a., a pvo-

text for invoking the Brezhnev Doctrine and attackint Chin:,

was probably very real to Chinese decision-makers.

The PRC Decision to Support Pakistan

On 11 April the Chinese made their decision known.

The People's Daily carried an article that day by a "com-

mentator" entitled, "What Are the Indian Expansionists Try-

ing to Do?" 1 3 Although the article warned that India, "in

league with the two superpowers", was "scheming for inter-

national intervention," the worst criticism was re served for

the Soviet Union. Referring to the Podgorny letter of 2

April, the article charged that the Soviet leader had "im-

pudently criticized the Pakistan government", while posing

as a friend and "pretentiously" expressing concern for the

Pakistan people. "Czechoslovakia," the article continued,

clearly showed "what the Soviet leadership supports, what

it opposes, and on whose side, after all, it stands." ThQ,

article ended with a statement of support for Pakistan which

was practically identical to that made by Chou En-lai :three

weeks before in honor of Pakistan's Independence D:ay:

1 2Strategic Survey, 1971, p. 56.

1 3"Commentator" articles in the People's Daily are
considered by most "China-watchers" to be pronouncements
of the Party line by high officials within the PRC leader-
ship echelon.
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The Chinese government and people will as al-
ways resolutely support the Pakistan government
and people in their just struggle for safeguard-
ing national independence and state sovereignty 14
and against foreign aggression and interference.

In analyzing the PRC's decision, it might prove useful to

try to determine the reasons why Peking acted in the face of

those constraints which were discussed above.

First, the threat of increased Soviet pressure on the

sensitive Sino-Soviet border areas solely in response to a

Chinese declaration of support for Pakistan probably appeared

remote in the absence of any actual intervention by outside

forces in the fighting in East Bengal. In April, though,

despite the fact that Yahya Khan had expressed his concern

over Indian troop movements, the conflicts - both political

and military - still remained confined to Pakistan.1 5 The

fact that the degree of support for Pakistan expressed in

Peking's statement of 11 April remained essentially unchanged

from that of 22 March, although the situation confronting

Islamabad had worsened markedly, may well have resulted, in

part at least, from a desire on the part of the PRC to indi-

cate to the Soviet Union that Chinese support for Pakistan

would be limited.

14NCNA, 11 April, 1971, in SCMP, 71-16 (19-23 April,

1971), 109 .1
1 5Peking Hevi('w, No. 16, 16 Apr1l, 11)'1, .
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To the PRC, the loss of ground to the Soviet Union

in their continuing struggle to establish the orthodoxy of

their respective ideological positions in the world commun-

ist movement must have seemed a certainty if China wer, to

come out in support of' Pakistan. As was undoubtedly ariticl-

pated in Peking, Moscow did not pass up the chance, and ac-

cused China of hypocrisy and ideological back-sliding:

The camouflage fell from the Peking leaders,
who claim leadership of the 'Tird World, but. in
fact betrayed the seventy-five million people of
East Pakistan in their fight for freedom. . . the
true face of the Peking claimants to the ideologi-
cal and other leadership of the peoples of Asia
and Africa is coming to light! . . . The Maoist
group is guided not by the interests of the de- -
veloping countries and their peoples, but solely
by its hegemonistic ambitions, for the sake of
which it is prepared to join the most shameful
combinations. For their sake it is prepared to
sacrifice the destinies of whole nations.
The Maoist leadership, discarding all masks,
has taken the side of the imperialists and their
reactionary stooges in the developing countries.16

But as was seen in Chapter IV, strict adherence to

ideological orthodoxy has not always been a major considera-

tion in determining the direction of Peking's foreign pol-

icy line. Since 1969, support for wars of national libera-

tion had, for the most part, been secondary to the PRC's

desire to improve her international position through a re-

liance on traditional diplomacy. From the first of the year

through 10 April - the day before Peking's statement on the

16"'Peking and The Third World," Soviet Military Re-

view, No. 3 (March, 1972), 52-53.
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Pakistan situation - this approach had reaped sub;tantlal

dividends. Diplomatic relations were established for the

first time between China and four non-communist countries,

and trade or commercial agreements were signed with nine

others. 1 7 Nor did China's support for the military regime-

in Islamabad indicate a complete renunciation by ?joking of

support for revolutionary or "anti-imperialist" struggles.

In the month bracketing the PRC statement on Pakistan, there

was a fresh outpouring of expressions of "solidarity" and

support for revolutionary movements. These included a state-

ment honoring the second anniversary of the Maoist "New Peo-

ple's Army" in the Philippines, 1 8 a statement pledging "firm
19

support" of the Palestine Liberation Organization, and an

optimistic and encouraging appraisal of the anti-imperialist

and revolutionary struggles in Guinea, Angola and Mozambi-
20

que.

Finally, the opportunity to take advantage of the close

Indo-Soviet ties to charge both countries with complicity in an

1 7 "Chronology of Events in Ma'nland China," Current
Scene, IX, Nos. 2-5 (February-May, 1971), 21.

18 "Philippine New People's Army Statement on Its

Second Anniversary," Peking Review, No. 17, 23 April, 1971,
14.

1 9NCNA, 3 May, 1971, in SCMP, 71-19 (10-14 May, 1971),

212.

2 0 "African National Liberation Movement," Peking ie-
view, No. 15, 9 April, 1971, 19.
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"Lmperi111:; tic" plut to interfere in the inh (,rri:tl ut *f'a t 1 o

a sovereirn state, and thus to advance it,; own ambitions vis,-

a-vts both New Delhi and Moscow for lead(-r-hl ip of t!ie 'i'li '

World, probably appeared to Peli lrl to be zti icc-ptal1,2 t , ,I -"

off for any ideological ground she might lose by failuro to

support the Bengali rebels.

Numerous other considerations, both domestic and ex-

ternal, were almost sure to have influenced the Chinese de-

cision. Several which may have been significant are briefly

discussed below.

First, China's continuing hostility towards India

over the still unresolved border issue, suopicion of Indo-

Soviet aims in South Asia, and a desire to gain political

capital, at India's expense, with the established governments

of the Third World (none of whom, presumably, would be very

happy to see the PRC once again actively fomenting and sup-

porting revolution) all must have influenced Peking's deci-

sion. Somewhat related to this last point could be a desire

on the part of Peking tiot to encourage any separatist move-

ment on the periphery of China which might adversely affect

her, abil *j, to maintain stability among the minorities of

Tibet. Flna 1/, Ci i na may have considered that hier obser-

vance of a policy of "non-interference in the internal af-

fairs of another' country" might eventually facilitate hur
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recovery of Taiwan. At a time when momentum wa: buiidiriv[

for admission of the PRC to the United Nations, Peknrri may

have felt that by strict adherence to this principle, she

might add strength to her assertion that the fate of Taiwan

was an internal matter which only China could decide. If,

by doing so, she could bring about even an implicit commit-

merit to the principle of' "non-intereference" by at leant

those nations which supported her United Nation-; m,- ber.;hip,

then Peking might thus be able to isolate Taiwan and peri.aps

even generate enough international pressure to force a com-

plete withdrawal from the island by the Un*Lted States.

In summary, though, the most compelling reasons for

China's decision to support Pakistan were alluded to 1'y the

Chinese Vice-Foreign Minister, Han Nien-lung, at a banqueft

on 21 May, 1971, celebrating the twentieth anniversary of

Sino-Pakistan relations. Han expressed the thanks of the

Chinese government and people to Pakistan for "upholding

friendship with China in defiance of foreign pressure, firm-

ly opposing the plot to create 'two Chinas', and actlvely

supporting the restoration of China's legitimate rights In

the United Nations. " 2 1 China had benefited in th past from

Pakistan's support, rendered in the face of' pressure from

the United States and the Soviet Union, not only in her-

2 1 NCNA, 2P May, 1971, in SCMP, 71-72 (1-4 ILunO, I()'I
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eF1')rt;; to enter the United Natinns and recover Taiwan, but

also in her confrontations with India. Now, with Indo-Soviet

tie.; apparently becoming closer, daily, China undoubtedly felt

the need to maintain the best possible relationship with h
Pakistan in order to preserve her- freedom of maneuver on the

subcontinent and counter India's growing military strength

and the Soviet Union's increasing influence. Thus, national

interest apparently eclipsed ideological considerations at

this juncture in the course of Chinese foreign policy formu-

lation.

APRIL-NOVEMBER, 1971: FACTORS INFLUENCING
THE CHINESE POSITION

After its 11 April statement, Peking largely eschew-

ed public comment on the situation in Bangla Desh until about

mid-November, when events clearly began to move toward war.

Several events which occurred between April and November,

1971, and a number of situations which evolved during that

period are worth examining closely, however, for without

doubt they influenced China's choice of a course of action

once war between India and Pakistan broke out in December.

Sino-Pakistan relations

China's relations with Pakistan during the period

were remarkable if for no other reason than that they did

not appear to undergo either a significant qualitative or

quantitative change following China's declaration of' support.

" )07
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The Chinese new media were largely devoid of any mention of'

the East Pakistan situation itself, although the normal com-

ments concerning the comings and goings of' various Chinese

and Pakistani delegations were seen. These occasions were

often taken advantage of by variouS Chinese officials to re-

affirm China's support for Pakistan. The statements were

consistently the same, and always echoed the 11 April decla-

ration. A minor variation regarding Kashmir appeared on 21

May in Peking, when the Chinese Vice-Foreign Minister de-

clared in a speech:

The Chinese government and people have con-
sistently given firm support to the Pakistan
government and people in their just struggle
to safeguard state sovereignty and independence
and oppose foreign aggression and interference,
and firmly support the people of Kashmir in their
Just struggle for the right to self-determination.
[emphasis added]j2

This renewed support for the Pakistani ps4tion on Kashmir

may have been the result of a request by Islamabad, or else

an attempt by Peking to compensate for an inability, or un-

willingness, to render more substantive assistance. In any

event, it appears that by the end of May it had become the

official line, for hardly a week after the Peking speech,

an official in Sinkiang repeated the statement practically

word for word on the occasion of the signing of a border

2 2NCNA, 22 May, 1971, in SCMP, 71-22 (1-11 June, 1971),

109.
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trade agreement between the two countries.
2 3

Chinese eonomic assistance continued at a consi -

tently high level. In mid-May, the PHC extended an Intere:;l,-

free loan of $20.7 million to Pakistan, bringing the total

of Chinese pledges to $307 million.24 The border trade agree-

ment trade agreement signed on 29 May unofficially reopened

the historic "silk route" to China, and provided the PRC with

a land route from Sinkiang to Karachi by way of a three hun-

dred-eighty mile black-topped road from the Chinese border

to Thakot, West Pakistan, which was built with Chinese aid.
2 5

Other Chinese economic assistance included an agreement on
26

the construction of a sugar mill, and the presentation of

the Pakistan branch of the Bank of China to the Pakistan

government. 27

What military assistance was provided by the PRC dur-

ing this period before the war is difficult to determine as

neither Peking nor Islamabad publicized this aspect of their

2 3NCNA, 29 May, 1971, in SCMP, 71-23 (7-11 June,

1971), 147.
24New York Times, 16 May, 1971. p. 10, col. ].

2 5New York Times, 20 May, 1971.

26NCNA, 1 May, 1971, in SCMP, 71-19 (10-14 May,

1971), 158.
2 7NCNA, 5 August, 1971, in SCMP, 71-33 (18-20 Au-

rust, 1971J-29.
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relationship. On 18 September, a North Korean .'hir2 arrIved

at Karachi, however, and was reported by "well-informed

sources" to be carrying, a consignment of Chinese arms: for

the Pakistani military.2 8

Overall, and despite the woro fning :;ituation in Ea:t

Pakistan, the affairs of the subconttnent (lid not appear to

be of primary concern to Peking during this period. As; an

example, except for the period of the Indo-Pakistan war it-

self, and including the period of the initial crisis in East

Pakistan in late March and early April, the official Chinso

news agency coverage of relations between the PRC and Rur;anira

consistently exceeded the combined total ol' that devoted t(,

relations between the PRC and Pakistan, and the PRC and

India.
29

China's diplomatic initiatives

The effectiveness of Peking's "revolutionary diplo-

macy" continued. Between 11 April and the end of September,

four more countries - Togo, Turkey, Sierra Leone and Austria

- agreed to establish diplomatic relations with the PkC.

Constantly seeking to broaden its base of support among the

non-communist nations, Peking's economic a:;s:istance to tlhr-e

countries kept pace with her diplomatic offensive. The Vlow

28New York Times, 15 October, 1971. p. 3, col. 5.

2 9 Current Background, 71-03 (July-Septemlber', 11),
,mnd Current Background, 72-6 (1I-2i March, 1972), ,.ritir,,
issues.
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of aid wa.; highly diversified. Trade or economic assistance

agreement. were concluded with countries with which China hrid

no diplomatic ties, those - like Burma and Yugoslavia - wil., r

whom relations had formerly been hostile, as well as coun-

tries with whom relations had been relative cordial; a total

of fourteen in all between 11 April and the end of Septem-

ber.
3 0

Another example during this period of the pragmatic

approach to foreign policy which resulted in the PRC putting

national interests above ideology was Peking's response to the

Maoist-type revolution which broke out in April in Ceylon.

China immediately coupled denials of any part in the uprising

with pledges of support for the Bandaranaike government, and

an interest-free loan of $25 million.31 Since Moscow, too,

had opted for support of the Ceylon government, and was pro-

viding jet aircraft and technicians to fight the rebels,

Peking's move may very well have been prompted by a desire

to counter any further expansion of Soviet influence in South

Asi a.

3 0New York Times, 5 March, 1972.

31"Red Giants Battle Over Asia," U.S. News and World

iieport, 20 September, 1971, p. 44.

3 2B.H.S. Jayewardene, "Wooing the Rebel-," Far East-

ern Economic Review, No. 18 (1 May, 1971), 8.
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Support for revolutionary movements

As has already been noted, Peking's :;urpport ' w

lutionary struggle" during this period was rendered only v(r:;

selectively, and then was usually very low-key. In a May a.

editorial, however, the People's Daily reaffirmed Peking's V

support, in principle, for revolutionary movment::

The Chinese people who have won libera-

tion will never forget all the people in the world
who are struggling to win their liberation and to

defend their independence and freedom. To forget
them means betrayal. It is our glorious bounden

internationalist duty to give support and 3ssis-

tance to the people of various countries.31'

The reference to "various countries", as opposed to "all"

countries, may have been due to a vagary of translation.

The possibility that it was a deliberate caveat, howevur,

should not be overlooked, especially in light of China's de-

monstrated willingness to pass up those "people's wars" which

she determined were not in her best interest to support.

In some cases, Peking was able to continue her nur-

suit of ideological goals by means of subversion and the

clandestine support of local communist movements while tak-

ing concurrent steps on the diplomatic plane to increase her

influence with the government of the country involved. An

3 3Editorial, People's Daily, 30 April, 1971, in CP,

71-12 (18-23 August, 1971), 170.
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,,xair:le of tiis dual approach ha,; already been discussed in

the rieol' liurmn. A furtner Iincat ion hal irk inrig's re-

luct:inct' o ..upport the Berica[ Ii jh' n..' ii 'mWTI J'

not portend a lessening of her desire to ba k !-ovolutoc,4

in cases where such action would not Jeopardize her diplo,,a-

tic LnItiatives, was China's relations with Malayzsia. Dur-

ing the spring and summer of 1971, relations between the two

countries improved considerably. Trade delegations were ex-

changed, commercial agreements which benefited Malaysia's

faltering rubber industry were signed, and it was expectoeJ

that the two governments would soon establish normal dinlo-

matic relations. 3 4 but even as these develorments were oc-

curring, the PRC was encouraging the activities of the Com-

munist Party of Malaya. On 28 April, dur:1ng the visit to

Peking of the Malaysian trade delegation, the "Voice of

Malayan Revolution," a radio station believed to have re-

cently started operations in southern China, broadcast an

editorial which urged the people of Malaysia to:

. . . give vigorous support to the people 's
army - the Malayan National Liber-ition Army, es-
tablish and develop m ilitla org-anizatlons,, fur-
tfier develop the people's war, continusouly wiee
out the effectives in the enemy' s counter-rc v u-
tionary armed forces and exert unremittinj- ft'ort
J'or the -pizure of polltical power in th, whole
country.15

3 1'New York Ti.es, 4 ()ctober, l)71, p. 1, col. 4.

35NUNA, 1 May, 1971, In SCMP, 71-19 (10-14 iay,
1)7l )1, .3
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It seems reasonable at this point, given the PHC'z;

use of the tactic in at least two other cases, to ask whether [
China might not also have intended to covertly support the

revolutionary movement in East Pakistan while rendering vocn!

moral and diplomatic support to the Pakistani government in

the West.

The Communist movement in East Bengal

If China intended clandestinely to back th *ndepen-

dence movement in the East, there were two separate leftist

organizations through which it could logically work. One of

these, the National Awami Party (NAP), was a well-organized

peasant movement under the leadership of Maulana Bashani.

Its political character was very similar to that of India's

CPI (M), and in April, 1971, it was pro-Peking. At the out-

set, however, it was perhaps more likely that Peking would

have chosen to back the second group. Closely akin to the

Naxalites across the border in West Bengal, whom the PRC

was already supporting, the East Pakistan Communist Party

(Marxist-Leninist) (EPCP-ML) was a radical Maoist organiza-

tion, and possessed a well-developed underground network.

Unlike the NAP, however, it distrusted Sheikh Mujib as an

"American agent" and a class enemy.

36T.J.S. George, "The Bloody Road Leftwards," Far

Eastern Economic Review, No. 16 (17 April, 1971), 5.
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Convincing evidence of any Chinese plan to support

either of these groups is difficult to detect. One factor

which lends credence to the possibility, however, is the

lack of criticism of any of the leftist Bengali organizations

in the Chinese media. Also, the London Daily Telegram report-

ed that Chinese arms were being shipped into East Pakistan

across the eleven mile-wide Siliguri salient between Nepal

and East Bengal. 3 7 For the PRC to have adopted a policy ef

supplying arms to the Bengali rebels through Nepal from Tibet

does not seem likely, however, given the difficult terrain

over which such shipments would have to be made - both into

Tibet and through Nepal - and the quantity of arms that would

have to be supplied in order for their effect to be felt.

It seems almost certain, too, that such shipments would even-

tually be discovered by the Pakistani authorities, thus ne-

gating any advantages which China may have hoped to gain by

professing its support for the government in Islamabad.

Another factor which would have mitigated against

China's willingness to covertly support the EPCP-ML was the

fact that that organization's opposition to Mujib resulted

in the loss of a great deal of its popular support. Even

the Naxalites became disillusioned with the Party's Maoist

3 7T.J.S. George, "East Pakistan: China's Lost
Chance," Far Eastern Economic Review, No. 51 (18 December,
1971), 8.
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emphasis on "class struggle", to the ietriment of the fight

for "liberation," and many deserted the Communist ranks to

join the NAP and other moderate groups.3
8

Finally, an argument can be made against covert

Chinese support to the revolution in Ea:;t Pak!ztn ba:ed

on the statements of the leader of the pro-Peking NAP ,,ihen,

in a telegram sent to Chou En-lai in late April, he urged

the PRC to accord immediate recognition to the "republician

government of Bangla Desh," and to halt all arms shipments

to West Pakistan. If China refused to protest at "the

atrocities of the military junta," he charged, "the world

may think you are not the friend of the oppressed."'3 9 To

thus attack Peking on her most vulnerable flank would not

seem to be an approach chosen by a man who was receiving

shipments of arms and ammunition from Tibet.

If it was true, then, that China had no intention

of assisting the rebels in any way, what might her percep-

tion have been of the eventual outcome of the Bangla Desh

independence movement? It is quite possible that Peking

expected a long, drawn-out struggle to ensue between the

Bangalis and the West Pakistani forces. Fears that such

8 Ibid.

3 9 "Far East Round-Up," Far Eastern Economic Review,
No. 18 (1 May, 1971), 4.
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nder leftist or communist leaderhip, -,he :,,,iy %ery well have

counte'i on a. future opportunity to create turmoil in an in-

depend(P.nt ban ;la Desh and neighboring West Bengal through re-

newed support to the Naxalites, or other communist groups,

without then risking her relationship with Islamabad. As

expre.;sed ty one high-ranking Indian officer:

Once leadership in East Bengal passes to the
extremists' hands, as is already happening, East
and West Bengal, inspired by China, may become
an enlarged Bangla Desh. China would then wield
great influence in these two regions.

The Indo-Soviet Treaty

On 9 August, 1971, India and the Soviet Union signed

a twenty-year treaty of "peace, friendship and cooperation."

While it was not a formal military alliance, the treaty dud

contain several clauses which had military implications.

Article VIII stipulated that neither party would commit a,-

gression against the other, nor permit the use of its territory

40"Putting Up on Front," Far Eastern Economic Review,

No. 17 (24 April, 1971), 5.

41Lt. Gen. i,. M. Kaul (Ret.), Deccan Chronicle
(Bangalore), 13 July, 1971, cited in: Bhabani Sen Gupta,
"Indian Communism and the Peasantry," Problems of Commu-
nism, January-February, 1972, p. 17.
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by a thI ird count T,: foteprrok ,I

damage on the other. Article, X l'urther t~rol:*.i*.I(.L

country fvoin eiite-ij r ito any (jbli ga-t ion with another t '

or states "which tiglt_ r.au~ic mrllli1tir r~v amarce tri the othr'

party . IV For 1ndi a 'l 'nse however, A r't i c I IX corlt.- iii-

ed the key claus:e;:

E~ach Hl~irh Contz'acting Party undertaike.-, to
abstain from pro\C-,Iing any assistance to any
third country that eng-lge.s in armed conflict
wit'i the oth~er P~v.In the event of either
Party being subject,-d to an attac;h or a tra
thereof', the Ig~h 'ontract inj- Prirtle,-: shall
immediately erit-er' into mutual c-)noultat ions
in order to r'mncvt- .uchi tlhreat and to take
appropriate e'fec'. VO,- :lia;ore. to Cnl~re n~
and the iecur' ty !'* t-ieiT' counitries.;

Thus, India was ass;ur('d that in the event of war,, or threat

of war, on th(' subcontinent, all Soviet assistance to

Pakistan would cease. Perhaips of greater importance was

the fact that althougi. no requIrement for automatic military

assistance existed, Chiina had been put on notice that in the

event of hostilities, the "security" of India, by treaty,

became an immediate concern of' the Soviet Union.

The timing of the sip"ning of the treaty ',s 3igni-

ficant, for it indicates the extent. of' India '.: '-t 3r' nl

distrust of China's Intentions. According to, ir7 indlian

42 Maharaj K. Chopra, "The Indo-Soviet Treaty and
Itos Imni oattcons,," Muifltury Review, December, 1071,
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official in Moscow, the treaty had been nef o e 1U, v,"1w

1)0 nre ( a.pp 'rtl','ii 'y in response to r'rtzInev" t'p ', ,' i . ,

, )t) ' ' :, r A;:j ri r 1'i.(, v ' :1r 'VII' 9 n, 0 11"1. 'I ', I , ' -

c i ston n o s. Jgn had been promptd wit-h in the pI'(,cedil I I w'

weeks by Indian fears of a Pakistani attack backed by Ch! n.;e.;

arms and supplies.-3 The Kissinger visit to Peking from

Paki:;tan in July, with its overtones of a possible conver-

gence of American, Pakistani and Chinese intere,;t-, on the

subcontinent, probably also contributed to New Deli ', Ic-

jire to move closer to the Soviet UnLon at tlii:l time.

The signing of the treaty resulted Ln an iccelerat, d

delivery of Soviet arms to India. This was due, in part, to

new purchases by New Delhi, and partly to a speed-up in the

shipment of equipment already purchased. Visits to New Delhi

of high-ranking Soviet officials become a frequent occurrence,

and each delegation brought with it new pledges of continued

strong Soviet support for the indian position. Dospite the

obvious willingness of the Soviets to meet all of India's de-

fense needs, however, there appeared to he a positive eflort

on the part of Mos-cow to caution India a in,-i. any 1,ove, -such

as the premature reconition of an la L ,.ii, Wi Icii mlch ht pro,-

voke an attack by Pakistan. By publicly ,irng Idi: to is '

4 3 New York Times, 14 August, 1971. p. 6, col. 1.

4New York Times, 9 November, 1971. p. 13, col. 1.
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restraint, and simultaneously giving full but quiet sun)port

to New Delhi's clandestine activities Ln support of. t'!-

the Bengali rebels, Moscow apparently hoped to preserw( at

least a vestige of its influence with the Pakistan j<overn-

ment, and at the same time, enable lridia to achieve a poli-

tical victory without the risk of war.

The purge of Lin Piao

On the night of 12 September, 1971, a Chinese Air

Force aircraft crashed in Outer Mongolia, possibly while :t-

tempting to defect to Soviet Siberia. After months of rumor,,

it was finally "confirmed" by the Chinese in July, 1)7P, t -,1,

Lin Piao and other high-ranking Politburo members died in t.:.

crash. It was charged that they were fleeing to the soviot

Union after having plotted the death of Mao Tse-tung.

Whether or not this charge is true, or, was an attempt by

Mao to justify the purge of Lin and others who opposed ,Ir,

is not possible to determine at this time. it ,s generally

accepted, however, that a major purge of military leadrs

did take place during the late summer and early fall , 1171,

and that Lin Piao was its principal victim.

Others, all members of the ruling Politburo, iniu'i,

45 New York Tiflmls, 2 I October, 1()71. p. , . .

116"A-ssociated Press News Analy,;Is," Topeka ....lv
Capital, 2) July, 1971, p. 8, col. I.
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,tj . :ili 'l" o. 21;~ f' tIt Al i o e ' Co rm; inrI r , tIe I v P 1 i-

1, i I, C( m mI;1 : l. I, ... ve'( cto( r. I, ' fill I 1,:a 'vy I l t :l l ': 1, l~ 1,,: 1

w I f. 47 According to Ralph Powell, author of ;everal }ighl./-

reg arded works on the Chinere military, a major elmerlt of'

the conflict which led to the purge apparently was the dis-

agreement of many military leaders with the decision of Mao

and Chou to seek a detente with the United States. Powell

suggests that Lin and the others may for ideological reasons

have preferred a detente with the Soviet Union to one with

the capitalistic United States. Because of the buildup

of Soviet forces on the Chinese border, they may also have

believed that such a move would make more sense from a mili-

tary standpoint.
8

Whatever the cause may have been, the effect of an

internal crisis of this magnitude can be imagined. Not only

had the top military leadership been removed, but key Party

posts, too, had been vacated. Possibly indicating fear of

a reaction by military elements loyal to the Lin group, or

of further attempts to defect, the Air Force was grounded

on 13 September and did not resume operations for more than
49

a month. It is probable, however, that several more months

4 7Strategic Survey, 1971, p. 58.

4 8Ralph L. Powell, "The Military and the Struggle for
Power in China," Current History, Vol. 63, No. 373 (September,
1972), 101.

4 9 Ibid.
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were to pass before th.! poli ti cal r, ( -)I*

no longer suspect.

Sino-Soviet Relations

By early September it was be coini nr appa rirYt thi. 1!,,

Indo-Soviet treaty was only a part of, a r .. ',: ,]! -

matic offensive which appeared to be arm,-d :, , , :.

growth of Chinese influence in certai1n area;. o. .

through October Soviet leaders visited Canada, Yu.;] avi" ,

Hungary, Bulgaria, the Scandinavian countrie,,r,, .

Iran, India and North Vietnam, and the indlian aij '

leaders visited iMoscow.5 0

Accompanying the Soviot diplorri:tic move. wa:;; ... I.

of long and almost daily attacks orl ina par' ',.'

army and the "militarization of Chines', :;c.1,'" -" ,

Soviet press. There were reports, t.., t,, .,, A.'., . ., ,

that were begun in Peking in October, L9011, lad ,:. .

The attacks on China in the pre.-s: camar, !, .' ri .. ,

halt, however, in mid-September, and no ',:r ..... ' .:

made on PRC internal affairs until late ,, ",v( .. C. - .! I

5 0 New York Times, 12 Septembr, 1U71. . c. IV,
P. 3, col. 4.

5 1b id.
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before war broke out on the subcontinent. 5 2 That the halt

in ';ovii; criticism of' China and the pure of' Lin Ploo anl

otLer, hilr-rbtrnklng Chinese nitlitary leadtdrs oecuv ivIi i ;I:,-

proximately the same time is unlikely to be coincidental.

Mo.orcow probably wanted to wait and see what changes, if any,

would result from the turmoil in Peking before committing

her;elf further.

In a 1 October article greeting the PRC on the oc-

casion of its twenty-second anniversary, Pravda called for

the "normalization of state relations" between the two

countries, a restoration of friendly relations, and for

unity of effort "in the struggle against the forces of

international imperialism and reaction." The article con-

cluded by emphasizing that an improvement of relations

"would meet the vital interests of the People's Republic

of China and the U.S.S.R."'5 3 The conciliatory tone of

the Soviet statement may indicate that it was intended to

test the attitude of the reshuffled leadership in Peking.

On the other hand, it is quite possible t'hat the Soviets

were attempting to reassure the Chin,-'.;e that the visit of

President Podgorny to New Delhi during that. same time did

not port,:nd any joint Indo-Soviet action timed to take

5 2New York Times, 14 November, 1971, p. 13, col. 1.

5 3NCNA, 2 October, 1,71, in SCMP, 71-111 (12-15 Octo-
ber, 1971), 214.
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advantage of the de-stabilized situation in Thina created

by the events of mid-September.

On the Chinesc, side, there was practical .,/ no merit io)n

of the Soviet Union il th(, pres,; from Aug,.u;t throuvri id-

November. Not even the sining of' the ido-Soviet tr,.!tj

in August evoked comment by Peking . It was not until ( De-

cember, after war had broken out between India anrd Fak.stai,

that the PRC commented publicly on the New Delhi-Moscow al-

liance. The Chinese statement leaves no doubt that Pek-Krinw

believed that the treaty was designed to enhance the po.;L-

tion of the Soviet Union in South Asia at China's exprn.i-:

Social-imperialism signed a treaty
with India a few months ago which is in essence
a treaty of military alliance. . . The purpo.se
of social-imperialism's active meddling is t,
strengthen its control over India. . . and to
expand its sphere of in luence in the Indo-
Pakistan subcontinent.

5

Peking's apparent reluctance to comment on the Indo-

Soviet treaty until the outbreak of hostilities in Decembem'

is difficult to understand. She certainly must have b(wn

immediately suspicious of this first successful step In

what China was convinced was a Soviet scheme to encircl.

her through means of a Soviet-dominated Asian co]lectiv, >

54NCNI, 6 December', 197], ri SCMI', ( -,)0 (I i- 1
December, 1971), 165.
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security system.5 5 However, the belated Chinese comment,

and also the general lack of criticism (,f the Soviet Unicn.i

during this period, is proilably related to the Lin P'[:i, a!'-

fair. It is reasonable to assume that the politeal inst'i-

bility and military leadership crisis engendered by the r

purges of the summer and early fall made Peking hesitant K

to undertake any action which might lead the ,oviet Union

to increase pressure on the Chinese border.

The PRC enters the United Nations

On 25 October, the United Nations General Assembly

voted to seat the PRC and expel the Republic of China. The

Peking delegation arrived in New York on 11 November. The

United Nations vote was a clearcut victory for China's ef-

forts to strengthen its international position and prestige.

The Chinese leaders no doubt also felt that they had in-

creased their flexibility vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, for

the open forum of the United Nations provided a new arena

in which to engage the communist "superpower" short of armed

confrontation.

But China's membership in the world body meant that

5 5 0n the same day a: the first mention of the Indo-
Soviet treaty in People's Daily, the chief PNC United Na-
tions delegate, Huang Hwa, denounced the Soviet Union for
attempting to "gain control over the subcontinent" In an ef-
fort to "encircle" China. NCNA, 6 December, 1971, in SCMP,
71-50 (13-17 December, 1971),-167.
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the converse was also true, for after ii Noverber every move

by Peking was subject to immediate and public attack by I.i

Soviet Union before the assembled delegates of the Third

World countries, for whose loyalty and support the two conm-

munist powers were contending. Thus, after finally beinr:

accorded what she considered to be her rightful ,,tatu:. -t;:

a world power, Peking perhaps may have felt that the rela-

tive freedom of action in the international arena which ohj

had enjoyed before as an "outlaw" nation had been somewhat

reduced as a result.

Sino-Indian relations

Following the attacks on India in the Chine.;e iriedia

which were made in conjunction with the PRC's declaration off

support for Pakistan in April, there was little Ln the way

of Chinese actions, or in news releases from Peking, that

would indicate a desire on the part of China to improve re-

lations between the two countries.

On the Indian side, however, several po,;itive Atepa;

were taken in an apparent effort to improve Sino-India rela-

tions. In July, Prime Minister Gandhi sent a long letter ta

Premier Chou En-lai, explaining India's position on the "aa t

Pakistan crisis and offering to hold talks on the is~ue. Al-

though no response was received from Peking, t:))k, were held,

at India's initiative, in lAoscow between the In(ian and

Ch'Lnese ambassadors. Whether th1e .;U,, ( , ' tlo ;r, ( i.;-
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cu.- ions- was thle ;I .uation ofn tl(. c nt, 1 norit or tlf 1'

()I ilatl ris: I'etwe,,i Now De lit :irid Pekltrw I.- not. krwri I,

became clear by early September, howevwr, that indl, had ol- r

fered to s;end an ambassador to Peking. 'There was no indica-

tion, though, that the PRC had made a reciprocal move.-Jc

By mid-November, the Indian mission in Peking was

reported to have conveyed to New Delhi Chinese assurances

that the posting of an Indian ambassador to Peking would be

reciprocated by the PRC. Whether or not this was truly

Peking's intention is not certain, although India appeared

to have been convinced that it was. Report. circulated that

the Indian Government was planning to re-establish communica-

tions, including an air link between Peking and New Delhi,

soon after the exchange of ambassadors. Foreign Minister

Swaran Singh, after admitting in Parliament that "there ic

a greater likelihood of the missions in Peking and r4ew Delhi

being upgraded and ambassadors appointed now," revealed that

India was also exploring the possibility of renewing trade

and cultural relations with China.
5 7

As tensions mounted on the subcontinent, leading

thc- outbreak of war two weeks later, talk in New Delhi (K

56New York Times, 10 September, 1971, p. 8, col. 1.

5 7New York Times, 19 November, 1971.
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Sino-Indian rapprochement was forgotten. It _1,1 reasonable U

to assume, though, that the Indian statements mu;:t irve Len

based on something more than wishful thinking. The advan-

tages to China of normalizing relations with India would nr!,t

have been insignificant. Such a move might possi ]bly.' ha,

led to a resolution of the border dispute which cortiriied

to generate mutual suspicion and distrust. In the wake ,

the Lin Piao affair, too, a rapprochement with New Delhi miry

have been considered by Peking as a means of removing the

threat of Indian subversion on China's south flank, thereby

precluding any possible necessity of committinpi larg' nuMLner

of perhaps politically unreliable military units to main-

tain order in Tibet. The Indo-Soviet treaty may also have V
created a desire in Peking to increase its influence in New

Delhi in order to counterbalance the growing Soviet presence

there. With the situation worsening in East Bengal, howevr,

any Chinese plan that may have existed to upgrade relat*,an:

with India was undoubtedly set aside. To do otherwise would

have completely undermined China's position of support for

Pakistan at a time when that country was; threatened with in-

vasion from India.

THE SUBCONTINENT MOVES TOWARD WAR

By late October, the outlook for a peaceful re.solu-

tion of the situation in East Bengal was bleak. Indian tr(nor,

' II,] II ' 1 ,n mlove ;ip) t ) ar , b(,rd ,r' -0: 1''.',, . I I l . 1 I,,,'w

I.
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the periphery of the 1,400-mile-long frontier with East

Pakistan, and cro.;:-ed the bord(er in support of ictiv Itio:

hy th , Mukltl Iati l (Hen)all) ie ] :, :; il 'v j:*, 7

Uc tob ex.
I.

As the prospect of military action by India in the F

East became evident, a Pakistani delegation of military

leaders and Foreign Ministry officials led by former Foreign

Minister Bhutto visited Peking from 5-8 November at the in-

vitation of the Chinese. While there, Bhutto is reported to h

have discussed with the PRC's United Nations delegation ways

in which the Security Council might handle the crisis on the

subcontinent. Notwithstanding this opportunity for Pakistan

to coordinate with Peking the presentation of its case before

the Security Council, Bhutto's visit was likely regarded as

a failure from the Pakistani viewpoint. At a banquet on 7

November, Ch'i Peng-fei stressed that disputes should be F

settled by consultation rather than force, and then, ap-

parently counselling the Pakistan government to seek a poli-

tical settlement of the crisis with its eastern wing, ex-

pressed his hope "that the Pakistan people will strengthen

their unity and make joint efforts to overcome difficulties

and solve their own problems. '' 9  Although Ch'i concluded

58Strategic Survey. 1971, p. 50.

59 NCNA, 7 November, 1971, in SCMP, 71-46 (15-19 Novem-
ber, 1971) ,116.
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. 1; speech by reiterating Cnina's r r - 1 -r . " r,ril;.'-

lutely support" Pakistan if she_ were sui *ectedi !w avr'e:','' ,

the overall tone of his remark.. nake-. It app'- ar uit]: uI-

likely that Bhutto was abl. to scure any str.rnler r(]gh of

Chinese support than Peking had already ,ro ' d.

From mid-November on, e tu:'jA <n in :: [

moved swiftly toward war. On 1.8 Novembero-, r's. aIndhi

letter to U Thant, said Pakistan was "serouslyq pre.r, r i',, -. t
launch a large-scale armed conflict with India." On tho

23rd, Indian troops crossed into East Pal:i;tan 't ?ev,.

points, and Pakistan declared a . tate cf' emr.rFenc./.

during the night and early morning of 3-)4 D r emer, Pak 1t .n

armed forces in the West crossed the Indian 1orler in

.sti'ength. The Indian army responded with a full-irale In-

vasion of East Pakistan. The subcontinent was a t a.

The PRC: Options and Constraints

China, committed to the "support" of Pakistain, wa:

now forced by circumstances largely beyond he r conto to

bf-come even more deeply enmeshed in a .itua.,:n . n-

volved her national interests, but over' ..hirh ;ho .,,o]

exert little direct influence.

As viewed from Peking, the options c. -ic 4 d

" ., ,l i ;u , Wz ',' I n 'URk 'st,'in 1 ' .

. .. . . .. - , ' ...... .. . . .. ' -, . ... 2 2 ; . .. . : __



realistically be conoidered by China. in seeking to fulfill

'ter obligation to the government of Pakistan were probably

somewhat fewer than in April. For exampLr, the actIve in-

ter',ention of India made Chinese support for the B~u;n1

revolutionary movement even less attractive than it might

nave appeared before. In the wake of the Indian invasion

of East Pakistan, such action would now be tantamount to

Chinese support for India, and thus was obviously not a

viable alternative.

To do nothing, i.e., to fail to render in some way

the I:resolute support" that had been promised in the event

of "foreign aggression" would undoubtedly be regarded in

Islamabad as a failure by China to honor her commitment. In

Chinese eyes, this would amount to a great "loss ):' face"

for China, not only in Pakistan, but around the world, anu

especially in the capitals of the Third World where a con--

stant struggle for dominant influence was beirg waged wit}-

Soviet Union. For these reasons, this option must also

have been rejected by Peking.

Two other possible alternatives were likely to have

been discussed in Peking - the use of some form of ni ,

action, and an effort to resolve the issue through the

United Nations while providing assistance to Pakistan short

of the commitment of' military forces.
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I.. 'i t I -. . :' i '2 1n ,:', r. . : '' .

an attai( by io',,I t f', r'a p. aisitionedj ,r th " no--:',v jl, ,.--

tier was; a-re'ater than t liad been in Apri I avon if' t h,'J

not entered Lnto an al Ii arice with l nd a, the ',ovi,t 'J ri In

was not I Lkely to have p i 'mitt,d the defeat n Ir'] a a a,]

the aImoZst -rt: ni ;hrl ft ,Y I * ':l, ' ' ill .- " -

continent which would !'.su!.t. 'The :; ',in " the , - ,

treaty in Auiu-ust made Lb, s a crtainty. A r,'rV.t . l ,i V.

credence to the contention that Soviet > • -

vene in som.,e manner if' ,.ecesfary to ensu1,e a: -t' cr'y

appeared in the New York Time:; on 11 .J nus i". Apnnrat1 V

responding to Indian fears of' possible m 1, 11ry ;jct1rj L'y

China, the Soviet ambassador in New Delhi, N. .1. Per.io, was

reported to have -issured the Indian (overnme it t.lAs 1, f re-

quired, the Soviet Union "would open a d:jver'.I,,an'.. act-
61

,on" against the Chinese.

another factor which undoubtedly; n"] uencfed a n.v

ChInt>s, cons ideration o' the ue ,, f mi .! ,a?', LC) r', , ,.-

ert prens'ure on India was the purge i th- f' .Il ,f' o i r, ' : <

tin, many of' those officers in the central hc.adquart( p-.: who(

were lo.yaL to him. Not only were the i.;p c-rqni'ndr':; ,.l -

minated , but in the following weeks number' ' ,IKe a ,n i i'

0 1New !k'1 . l., , 11 January, I . 72, 1 1
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officers also disappeared. The Air, Force was kilt especi ally

li;tr-d, a:; were the Gen, ral Staff' De pai'tmen, :ttrii the ffIn, ,:,!

L,'. t i CS Department. (,;) A purg-e o' tthls extent i;u:;l i ha ,

created considerable suspicion, distrust and instabillty

throughout the PLA, and particularly in those key element,

mentioned. It is unlikely, therefore, that Peking would

have been eager to undertake military operations in the dio-

tant Indian border region, or to initiate any action which

nght provoke a Soviet military response.

The snowbound conditions of the Himalayan passes also

argued against direct Chinese intervention in East Pakistan

or northeast India, but probably would not have precluded

the launching of diversionary attacks against the six In-

dian divisions that were in position throughout the war on

the Sino-Indian border in Ladakh and the North-East Frontier

Agency 63

Finally, China's direct participation in the war

against East Pakistani independence would expose her to

Soviet charges in the United Nations potentially far more

damaging than those she experienced in April. Peking's

continuing diplomatic offensive had paid off in United

iJation3 membership in October, and the establishment-. or

6 2powell, "Struggle for- Power in China," p. 101.

6 3 Strategic Survey, 1971, p. 49.
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renewal of diplomatic relations with five more countr'Le. " In

October and November. Trade or commercial agreement.; wer,.
64

signed with six others. To involve herself militrTiy nr:

with the "imperialistic" and "reactIonary" miltar, y r - -

in isla nabad in attempt irg to ir-e,v .t ,e ,c ,'s of iri 1ti-

dependence movement which had won world-wi'., ur[/ort ', uP),

perhaps, do irreparable damage to the imaw- ' f "ret ,.b -

lity" and responsibility in international affa'a*r.s ieh

Peking had strived so hard to create.

Which of these considerations weighed most heavily

in Peking, and what others may have influenced her dec-I.ion

not to commit military forces is not known. It is known,

however, that at no time during the thirteen day war were

there reports of Chinese troop movements which might have

indicated an intention on the part of' China to intervene

militarily, nor were there threat, made to do ;o by Peking . ' L

The PRC's "decision"

The policy which the PhC fUnally adopted was on el'

strong support for efforts by the United Nations to end the

fighting, and the provision of limited material ;issstanee

6 4"Chronology of Events in Mainland C!hina," Current
Scene, IX, Nos. 11 and 12 (November-December, 1971), T. 21.

6 5"Quarterly Chronicle and Decumentation," Chi.n;i
'.uarter.y, No. 149 (Janunr.y-Mar'h , P'1,), 1')7.
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t) Pak!it:in ron , i ,ubco ient. nt WI 1 1 e i , m-iy [ippi) r t i i ll.

the adoption of' t,hi cour,' of' actill WiS; tho( lS't , I' I/

positive decision on1 the pirt (,I,' th 'It, 11, flot I v

,) hn.ve been a matter of Peking's havinp; to mal< e the i),. U

of tie only remaining viable alternative after all others

nad becn eliminated from consideration by the constraints

acting upon them. i:ven so, this policy afforded Peking sev-

eral sig-nificant advantages, and permitted it to minimize

the losses inherent in the support of a losing cause.

Virst, China',- recent admission to the United Nations

provided Pekint with an effective alternative to military ac-

tion. By loudly denouncing india and ,he Soviet Union befor

the delegates of the Third World for "imperialism" and "in-

terference in tho internal affairs of another country,"

Peking probably could dPo i., much for the Pakistani ciu:;,

as could be achieved by the commitment of troop::. Certainly

Ciiina' leader.; must have reas.mned th at the Pi W's own <,:

would beriefit far more from ;i re.>ollfte (,i't'e f the ,rlnci-

ples. of national sovereignty and territcri i integrity in

the n Itej Nations than from -) dJub (,u;- ritlolipt to defend

i~rsrr, or tio battLelf'lo d at the, ,xper e ()I' -t cenuine "w'Ir

af rinat I ,rial 1 ibe ri Ion."

-:tcondly, afte r experlericlrig Chi;i ':: s .ti p0ort (1urincl

It:; war with india over Ka-;hmir in 1'95, i'ik I tAn most 1ike]

%I '3'.



was under no illusions a'- to the degree of as(;,If;tance that.

the PRC was willing, or able, to provide. Peking, tiere',-,

was probably confident that if she exerted every effort in

the Security Council to bring about a cease-fire and a mutual

withdrawal of forces, while continuing to provide I:;lamabal

with the munitions it required to maintain it. war eftort,

the Pakistanis would Veel that the PRC .had honored it,: coo-

mitment to "resolutely support" them - at eait ithn tK,,

practical and politic;il limitations operative on Pekinc.

And finally, after, the launching of the Ind(ii- o'flen-

sive toward Dacca on 4 December, it must have been apparent

to the Chinese that whatever chance Islamabad may have had

of preserving the territorial integrity of Pakistan had Leon

lost, and that the emergence of an independent Banila De:>.

was only a matter of time. Thus, by refraining f'rom t.,tkin;"

action in support of Pakistani forces operating in East I,.r g: I

Peking may have hoped to ppeserve whatever influf nce ;he :,.1 1I

retained among the Bengali EPCP-ML and Naxalltes, and thr b:,

maximize her future potential for instigating and supportlinj

insurgencies throughout all of Bengal at India's expense.

Political support vs. military assistance

At this point, and in light of' the P iC's oit-rpa.,i

determination to "resolutely support" the Pakistani Fovern-

ment, it would be useful to examine in ,roater d1tar I t1
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manner in which Peking undertook to fulfill her oblirgation

I. 1 21 rn:i ad "r't, r the outbreak of war , 14 bec(,irber.

Wh Ie the .tctu;, I amounrt of m!1 1 t;ary aid tlat tfre

PRC supplied to Pakistan during the thirteen-day period o

full-scale fighting< was relatively small, Peking's diplomn-

tic and political efforts on behalf of its ally were sub-

3tantial. This aspect of the Chinese involvement consisted

of efforts to achieve a cease-fire and withdrawal of forces,

bitter denunciations before the Security Council of both

India and the Soviet Union, and official charges made in

Peking of Indian violations of the Chinese border and atro-

cities oy Indian troops in East Pakistan.

On 4 December, the first day of India's offensiv,

in the East, China's r'epresentative In the Security (ouncil,

Huarig Hwaj, made a blistering attack on India, charging her-

with aggression and reiterating the 1'iC's position rtiat tfie

East Pakistan situation was "purely the internal affair of

Pak.istan," in which no other' country had the right to inter-

fere. Then, attacking the Indian contention that the situa-

tion Iri i.;ist Pak :;tin con: tituted a threat to Indian seurity,

AecordLn l 1,(J the levi e ' the ]rd an 1(.Vhor I-
ment anyone can u ;o tire iretexl. of ':e1r- le 'en ,
for rnvading other couril r1 .es . in that e
wha't uairantee is there for the so'(relnly and
ter'r'It,)rlal integrity of varlous countrl,..
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T I s .4 Vc 1 -l.ow ed .y c,,). 1- I I u!;~~i~ 2 17

dumn t-,~ rIndl an aggre:;:; !on and demrandite ru.,

coniditionial ';. thdri-,q'al of7 ilan t r'0oor:-. il. cordicd~r- r.

conment : b cal i or on the United Nal, I0 ()n-I iitmd t

the w(reld' to note that "the Irdi rlr; xvrrrn,' 1''rI

()f iuggr't fLo have Loon r)(rnt't( flI( ii!

iluan' 5;pe(ech *.th-. to(-ne nte ;ies rirJ

r: fthe 11it (I Na t.1un.;. A. 1 i2 t (I? a~y2 pu, sed, Ch I lnrC ;tt( ick

un th,-: ISV 3!:t Union became move.' bitter, '1nd wh! le l rn

O r;c i CSc, ind ian ~(M oncontin ued to ;w ile t

ap,;- ears that p nr -n!nci~pal concern w~:;~i th I U van c irw

its, own 1djc~ia ~r;aircnj! tfl( nati on.- or' both the( Yhlr-i

World andl the communis;t blire by erirphas Il zing the "ir ilI

U, 1e" nature of the Soviet Union to the f'ormerT', and I t:;, " r' v I.-

2 L~f15l' ature to the Tatter.

The following day, 5 December, the PI&, deleigation

..ubmi tted a !onsolutlon in the Security Counil wh1 lb cal 1c

for a ccase-l'ire and the mutual withdraiwal of'fre;

natacrral boundaries . After vetoing, the hre;r'I0,'i,

and one sponsored by t~he United St;3te2.., the- .>iv .Ii i.

av aaiti attacked by the PRC r( presentr,0lv, V'i 2 ''

6,J 6e,:be r' r I)7 , i Cu r'ref U h (-I. ri r, t-
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which condemned the Soviets for enginee2,ing a "counter-

re-voLutionary rebellion" in Chi ia's Sinkiang province in

1Th2, the invasion of t zechoslovakia in 1968, an attempt

ov,:rthrow the grovernment of Sudan in 1971, and Moscov.,'s Mid-

,i1--Ea::t policy. Buang left little doubt that Peking viewed

Soviet involvement in the affairs of South Asia as a thrent

to China's security:

In supporting India to provoke an armed
conflict with Pakistan, tJhe purpose of the Soviet
irovernment is to take advantage of India's in-
evitable d(ependence on the Soviet Union in the
war to control the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent
and the Indian Ocean and expand its :3phere of
influence. . .67

n the 6th, India recognized Bangla Pesh, evoking further

Chinese (.narge. of Soviet collaboration in a plot by the in-

dian "expansionists" to permanently occupy East Pai<istan.

The PHC cepresentative also reiterated her previous ciharge

that the ultimate goal of the Soviet Union w'::; the enircle-
S8

ment of China.

After three Soviet vet(.c':s had blocked pas-a, p, of

a cease-fire ..;u]ution in the Security Ccriei.1, l,,e en-

, r 1:,.: ].i took up .:io issu(, on th(. 'th, :;nd voted

67ew York Tim._ , Dcember, P.71, !,. ], co I K;
ACNA, 1 Decemher, 1 71 1 i Current , ,lckrouri , 72-11 (7
,'lruary, L97 ) , 6.

_NNA, 6 oec.ribe r , I'7 , in C urrunt V-ackg. )urin ,
( -1 (7 February, 1972), 15.
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overwhelmiwl y In favo of' an rnrned!.t erd to t;i ,:til -

tie:;. An di ndication that Chin;j 's r.ereated attack.; on I -

dia and Soviet "i mperialisin" .,sy have had tk!-,r j ecet on

the delegations from the Third World is provi ded by the f',

that, of' this bloc of nations, only Bhutan (who.e vot 1

rontrolled by India) backed indian re:; istance t '.

military operations .r East benEul.

During the rem:inder of the war the tenor of ry, Lri.:s

speeches in the United Nations remained sub.tantiall.y un-

changed. Official pronouncements enanatiri, f'rom Peking,

however, differed sliprghtly in emphasis from those mad,.' tny

'T..h-ina's delegation in New York. Whi Le employ [r much t-

same rhetoric to attack the Soviet U1rJn (' d d ihe United

~ations statements, the Peking attack. -n indLa were sore

explicit, harsher in tone, and proport,ionate y mre frc-

quent than those made by the Chinesie lelegtIor. in i, :m-

curity Council. 7 0 Of'ten attacking Prime .l1ni.-ster oandr.i[

and other Indian officials by name, the P-kin)- statement.-

appeared, both in tenor and content, to liavo ben iriternded

to achieve a somewhat different purpose tti,!' t, .th.:

Tiie 1'iC's United Nations speeches seeme nr.:%.r d.;

6 9Phillips Talbot, "The Subcontinent: Mt nageC A.

Trois," Foreign Affair::, Vo]. 50, No. I (Ili I, 117, 2), in

'/ Curren~t ha:cki r.(u Y{ 1 -11 (Y ,,t ,.,.v ' )

entire iss1ue.
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to advance China's own interestc by creating suspicion and

distrust of Indo-Soviet "imperialism", especially among the

Afro-Asian countries, and to benefit Pakistan's cause inci-

dentally. The Peking pronouncements, on the other hand,

appeared to have been intended to exert as much direct pres-

sure on New Dehli as possible, and therefore may be consi-

dered to be the principal elements in Peking's efforts to

"support" Pakistan through diplomatic rather than military

means. An example of such a statement, a "commentator" arti-

cle in the 8 December issue of People's Daily, could be con-

sidered to carry an implied threat of Chinese military ac-

tion:

Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi goes so
far as to advertise her patronage of the "Bangla
Desh" puppet regime as something which will "set
an example of good neighborliness. . ." However,
the Indian government . . . has openly declared
part of the territory of another sovereign country
an "independent state," in an attempt to impose
on that other country the puppet regime it has
engineered itself. Does this "example of good
neighborliness" mean that India's neighbors may
send troops into India's West Bengal, Punjab,
etc., and cmate a "West Bangla Desh" or
"Sikkstan,?

The following day, the PRC's Acting Foreign Minister, Ch'i

Peng-fei, warned India:

We would like to advise the Indian government
that it had better honestly accept the resolution

7 1NCNA, 8 December, 1971, in Current Barkgv.ourdl

72-4 (7 February, 1972, 13.
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I.

of the U.N. General Assembly and not alienate
itself from the people of the world. If it
should wilfully persist in its uncrupulous;
and perverse course, it will in the end cer-
tainly eat the bitter fruit of its own making.

7 2

On the day of the Pakistani surrender in the East,

there was a qualitative change in Peking's attacks on New

Delhi. The Chinese Foreign Ministry accused India of send-

ing a patrol across the China-Sikkim border for the purpo,,:

of conducting reconnaissance, charging that the Indian move

was "a grave encroachment upon Chinese territory." 7 3 The

significance of the Chinese protest would seem to lie in its h
timing, rather than in the nature of the protest itself. Ac-

cording to the Chinese report, the incursion occurred on 10

December, six days before the charge was made in Peking.

This delay may simply point up the difficulty of Peking's

communications with its outposts on the Himalayan border with

India. On the other hand, it may be that the Chinese delib-

erately delayed releasing the protest until the issue in the

East was resolved. They could thus give the appearance of

increasing pressure on New Delhi, while avoiding causing con-

cern in Moscow that China would take any action on the bor-

der which might affect Indian operations in Bengal. The

similarity to events in 1965, when China waited until after

7 2NCNA, 9 December, 1971, in Current Background,
72-4 (7 February, 1972), 20.

7 3NCNA, 16 December, 1971, in SCMP, 71-52 (27-30
December, 1971), 79.
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hostilities between India and Pakistan had ceased before

making "threatening" troop movements on the Sino-Indian

border, makeo it likely that the latter explanation is tics

most probable.

While Chinese diplomatic efforts on Pakistan's be-

half were vigorously pursued and highly visible, they were

of little real help to Pakistan once war broke out. The

limited material assistance that China provided during thp

war was probably also of negligible value to the Pakistani

war effort. Although Chinese military aid to Pakistan in

the past had been quite substantial, the short duration of

the war in December made it practically impossible for Peking

substantially to augment the amount of supplies and equipment

that Pakistan had on hand at the outbreak of hostilities.

However, one ship loaded with Chinese arms and ammunition

was diverted to Karachi from the East Pakistan port of

Chittagong before the Indian naval blockade made resupply

by sea impossible, and it was reported by military authori-

ties in Islamnabad that in the final days of the war, Peking

flew in more than 200,000 rounds of tank and anti-aircraft

ammunition. 74But by then, of course, it is doubtful that

any amount of Chinese aid could have altered the final out.-

come.

74New York Times, 25 December, 1971, p. 2, col. 3.
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On the 16th, Pakistanl forces Su'lrrendr ( 1. the

East. The next day the cease-finr, was extended to tf..

ern front. The war was over.

,or Peking, the creation of an independent !:,n;],j

Desh, the emergence of' a vastly stronger India and ri.,:,r',

truncated Pakistan, wou]d require a fresh appr, i;;tt of.

Chinese ,oJiules toward the subcontinent. Thyo Chirnj',

leader,., were fully aware not only of the new r:alities ,:

South Asia, but also of the opportunities created bj thie

war for Chinese exploitation of' the continued political ir-

stability of the subcontinent, may have been revealed in

remarks by Chou En-lai on 17 December:

The Indian aggressors and the social-im-
perialists had better not rejoice too much.
The fall of Dacca is definitely not a so-.
called "milestone" towards victory for the
Indian aggressors, but the starting point
of endless strife on the South Asian subcon-
t inent. .75

75NCNA, 17 December, 1971, in SCMP, 71-52 (7'(-30
.ecem.er, 1971), 141.
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CHAPYix VI

SUM41,1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the light of China's professed support for "wars

of national liberation", and her demonstrated support for

r. volutionary movements in rri'rny of the Third World couritres,

Peking's decision in 1971 to back the military regime "n

West Pakistan against the independence movement in East in-

gal appeared to many Western observers to be contradicto.-.

The hypothesis set forth in the Introduction to this paper,

however, is that China's action is not contradictory when

viewed in the context of the entire spectru. of foreign pol-

icies which Peking has exercised since 1949, and when the

exigencies of the international situation flaced by the PHiU

in 1971 are considered.

The purpose of this research, then, was to investi-

gate the circumstances surrounding China's decision to back

Wrest Pakistan in an effort to determine why, in this parti-

cular Instance, the PRC wa; willing to deny support in a

penuino "people's war". In order 1,o do this, it was nec-

,,:3sary f'irst to place In pexp,;;pct~ve China's relations with

the principal Darticiparit.s in the 15angla De;;,h crisi.s -

India and Pakistan. Having ocvcormpished th]:Y, it was then
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Ie(It, ',;V to ',xamrin Puk t ni' p~ttA f'( r, gri r r I C! c v! , "

to determine whether support for' "wais; of' ntina]l 1 -

tion" has t-omaeried an unvaryting factor 1n Clinuse f'orIjgn

reIatioris

As di;cu:.;sed 1 ti Chaptr I, 2 trn;,'2 r-' t ,,r::" w it i.

Pakistan have historicaill.y been Iar,"ly devod ()I " i-dir

tgical compontlent. Inst,.ad, the Sin,-l'alIAan r' a .

has been characteri zed, on both sides, by pragimat tc con;i -

derations o1' national I nterest. WI s , born,, out ;:; ti,

fact that oven at the Icicght of its s.upport frI' 1,; e 1 a x.113t,

uprising., in India, Peking passed up the oppor'tunlt,y 1'for'

:;imlar action across the border in East Bengal out of con-

sideration for its relations with Islamabad.

On the other hand, ideology played an importint roI,.

in Peking's attitude toward, and relations with, Indit.

This became increasingly true after, the early 1960's. A-,

was pointed out in Chapte!r III, relation:' between Ind1']

and the PRC grew markedly worse ai. a r'esu.lt of' the I'P,,)

border war, and competition between them for influenct,

among the countries of the Third World was intens'ifled.

China became convinced that India not only was no Lorije r

"non-aligned," but that she had allied herself' with tar

W,'':t :nid w t, h the Soviet Uni on, ant ibus had- 1 11 or0

lawn of, In' "l mpe r, l ali.,;" and '; oc ,;il-I o',':i I ,; .
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'I
As the Sino-Soviet dispute worsened, Peking became alarmed,

also, that the Soviet Union was holding india up to i ur'ma,

Indonesia and other countries of the Third World as an ex-

ample of the efficacy of such "revisionist" concepts as

"peaceful transition". Thus, disproving the success of
I.

the Indian model of development became increasingly impor-

tant to China, both in the context of the Sino-Soviet div -

pute and in its competition with India for influence in the

Third World. It is in this light that one can view Chinese

support for the Naxalite rebellions of the late 1960s.

From Chapter IV, it can be seen that China has not,

unwaveringly supported every revolutionary movement which

has occurred since 1949. Quite to the contrary, Peking

has in fact been very selective in proferring her support.

Thus, although her professed desire to foster revolution

world-wide is a constant rhetorical element in Chinese

diplomacy, it nevertheless can be concluded that China

does not view revolutionary situations in pur-ely ideolo-

gical terms. The past record indicates that China, like

all other nations, accords primary slinificance to those

factor:- which will affect her national security most di-

rectly. Thus, Peking will not doi.maticaliy support a revo-

lutionary movement In the face of' the threat to her secuity

which such a cours;e might create.

/
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That very rarely can the ideological irirI "riaticnal-

interest" components of any situation be "factored-out" n-!

considered separately, however, is shown by the hanva be ;h

crisis. Here, China was faced with having to make two de-

cisions - eight months apart and under different circumstance:.

The ideological factor was a major consideration in April

when China was forced to choose between Pakistan and hanla

Desh. In December, however, ideology played " uu h :;v.a- br

role, as considerations of national interest (i.e., security)

became dominant. But even so, the lines of distinction be-

tween ideology and national interest cannot be seen cleir7ly.

For China in April, it was not simply a choice of 'UpTort-

ing Bangla Desh and thereby maximizing ideological goals,

or supporting Pakistan and thereby maximizing goals asL;o-

ciated with the pragmatic pursuit of "national-interest"

objectives, i.e., United Nations membership, and improvement

of her international image. Although China was well aware

of the danger of being condemned by the Soviet Union on

ideological grounds, she nevertheless opted for the pre-

servation of her relations with Pakistan. In doIng ;o, h(ow-

ever, she strongly attacked both India and the Soviet Union

for interfering in the internal affairs of another country.

This, of course, was directed to the Third World countries,

and especially those of the Afro-A:3ian bloc, which would be

urier6standably apprehensive at the prospect of Iidian mr

Soviet intervention in their own domestic politics. Thus,

74"W
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Peking sought to make a virtue out of necessity by attempt-

ing to advance her own interests in the Third World at the

expense of India and the Soviet Union.

In December, China had to decide how it could Lest

fulfill its obligation to Pakistan, while ensuring that it.

did not jeopardize its improved international position, or

provoke a Soviet military response. The course of action

which Peking eventually followed permitted China to achieve

the national-interest aspect of her policy objectives - that

is, to preserve both her security and her relationship with

Pakistan. At the same time, China once again was able to

minimize danger to her ideological position, and perhaps

even to strengthen it, by mounting a strong attack both in

the United Nations and from Peking on Indian expansionism

and Soviet "revisionist social-imperialism".

It is concluded, then, that the hypothesis set forth

in this paper has been verified and upheld by the research

which has been conducted. The actions of the PRC during the

crisis in East Bengal in 1971 can be regarded as contradic-

tory only if the situation is viewed without taking into ac-

count all of the considerations which Peking faced at the

time, and the flexibility which China has demonstrated in

the conduct of its foreign relations in the past.
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